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Abstract. Using fast pulse techniques the resistivity, Kail
effect and magnetoresistance of PbS have been measured in electric fields

3 -1
up to 10 volt cm and in magnetic fields up to 37 K-gauss with a view to

determining the main scattering mechanisms at 77 K and in the helium

temperature range. At 77 K, apart from a shallow minimum at low fields,
the resistivity increases with electric field confirming phonon scattering
at this temperature. The comparison of experiment with theory provides

strong evidence of a substantial contribution from polar optical phonons.
This evidence, produced at a fixed lattice temperature, cannot be explained
in terms of a temperature dependent effective mass which has been used by

some authors to explain the temperature dependence of mobility without

considering optical phonons. It can therefore be claimed beyond any

reasonable doubt that optical phonons play a substantial part in

scattering electrons at 77 K and thus presumably at higher temperatures.

In contrast to the increase in resistance with electric

field at 77 K a decrease is found at low temperatures so it is at once clea:
that phonon scattering is no longer dominant. Neutral impurity scattering-
can be ruled out since it is independent of electron energy. Ionised

impurity scattering should give a decrease in resistance as the electric
field increases but we would expect the effect to increase with the electro;

density. In fact the change in resistivity decreases with the increase
of electron density, the resistivity becoming virtually constant with

17 -3
electric field for a concentration of 5 x 10 cm . Ionised impurity

scattering can therefore also be ruled out in agreement with several
other kinds of evidence.

However, over the same concentration range from about
17 16 — 3

5x10 to less than 10 cm it has been found that both a negative

magnetoresistance and a resistance minimum increase in value. To explain

this, scattering by localised spins has been suggested and a tentative
theory by Toyozawa predicts just such a change in effect'with impurity
concentration. The application of the theory to negative magnetoresistance
and resistance minimum is similar to that used by K^ndo for dilute alloys.
It has been adapted by Tanaka for semiconductors and following his method
of calculation we do indeed find a decrease in localised spin concentration
as the electron density increases.

We suggest therefore that, for samples of PbS in the
16 17 — 3

10 - 10 cm range, scattering by localised spins is responsible for
the observed behaviour at liquid helium temperatures.



At lov; electric fields the resistance is independent of field
as is to be expected since the electrons remain at the lattice temperature.
At very high fields the resistance is again approximately independent
of field since by then the degeneracy v/hich is essential for Kondo type
behaviour has been largely removed. In the intermediate range the

experimental results when plotted on a f> - In E graph, give straight line
portions similar to those obtained from a - In T graphs obtained at
constant field.

The change in resistivity with electric field is. found to . - ,h

increase with magnetic field, rather slowly at first but much more rapidly
for fields greater ttan 10^ gauss. The magnetoresistance anisotropy
decreases as the el'ctric field increases and effectively vanishes at high
electric field.
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This thesis reports a study of electron scattering

mechanisms by means of high field measurements in lead'

sulphide at cryogenic temperatures.

High field resistivity, magnetoresistivity and Hall

effect measurements are obtained for samples of electron

15 —5 17 —"5
concentration ranging from 7«^-9xl0 cm to 5^10 cm

The measurements are made at nitrogen temperature and

helium temperatures v/ith steady magnetic fields up to

3x10 gauss in both transverse and longitudinal configurations

The external electric field is applied in the form of pulses
— P "2

ranging in pulse height from 10" volt/cm to 1(P volt/cm

v/ith repetition frequencies of the order of 100 cps and rise-
. _q

time, vxlO sec. Correspondingly, fast pulse techniques

including fast pulse generation, a pulse bridge and a pulse

detection system are used.

It has been found that at nitrogen temperature polar
. * ■

optical phonon scattering plays an important role in pbS in

the warm electron region and that at helium temperatures Hondo

type spin flip scattering is responsible for the resistivity

drop in the range of 5--50 volt/cm. The idea of a hot electror

temperature is introduced in both cases. An anisotropy of
V

magnetresistance is also studied at helium temperature and

interpretations are given. A discussion is given on the effec-1

of magnetic field on the measurements.
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1.1

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 The hoi electron

Like liooke® s law, Newton's second law of motion and Ohm's

law, the starting point of many "branches of physics is a linear

relation. In most of these cases, the linea.r relation is only an

approximation showing the functional relationship between two

variables. Important physical principles are brought to attention

when the nonlinear range is reached.

In semiconductors at ordinary temperatures and at low

field, Ohm's law holds quite well. However, for semiconductors

and semimetals at low temperatures and at higher fields significant

deviations from Ohm's law are observed. This is due to the fact

that the electrons are heated to a temperature above that of their

host crystal lattice. Electrons in a crystal can exchange energy

with the crystal lattice by certain scattering processes. This

energy exchange maintains the electron distribution in equilibrium

at the temperature of the lattice. However if the electrons are

supplied with additional energy at a. rate comparable to the electron

lattice exchange rate, then the electron distribution is altered
i

significantly from the equilibrium state and hence is no longer strictly

Mdxwellian. "Hot electrons" is the term used for nonequilibrium

electrons whose average energy <£]> exceeds the equilibrium temperature

3/2kT where T is the lattice temperature.

1.2 High field effects

High field effects are studied for the following reasons.
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The heating of carriers alters the energy distribution

function and this affects the well known transport phenomena, for

example, the electrical resistivity. Prom the experimental

deviation from Ohm's law one can obtain information on the carrier

scattering mechanisms. ^ ^ ^ ^
Moreover, when ca-rriers are hotter than, the lattice one

can investigate the kinetics of the energy dissipation by electrons

which cannot be done in the equilibrium state.

The heating of carriers also gives rise to new effects

in semiconductors which are observed only when the carrier gas

is hot. Por instances, these are anisotropy of resistivity, hot

electron emission and the Gunn effect etc..

The anisotropy of electrical conductivity in cubic crystals

can be interpreted as the differential heating of the

carrier in the k-spa.ee valleys which a.re oriented in different

ways with respect to the field s.nd the associated redistribution
r, •, • . . ,, (3)—(13)oi electrons between valleys.

The observation of the emission of hot electrons from

a crystal with a cold lattice is of practical importance in

electronics^^ ("*-5) although the physical nature of this effect

is not yet clear at present.

The various instabilities accompanying the heating of
("L o} ——( 20}

carriers is well known ag.the Gunn effect which gives

further information about the nature of electrons in solids.

Recently, hot electron effects have been increasingly

used in radio and electronics; semiconductor light sources and
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Gunn effect devices are some of the outstanding examples.

1.3 Theoretical approaches

The available theories describing the behavior of hot

carriers are based on some important approximations.

1.3.1 Electron Temperature Model

The central theoretical problem in examination of hot

electron effects lies in the determination of the disturbed

distribution function. Generally, this seems extremely difficult,

but the problem is eased by applying the electron temperature

approximation. This model, ETM, was originally proposed by

(21)
Frohlich. It is assumed that the energy distribution function

of electrons is of the Maxwellian type with a temperature Tg> T.
The electron temperature Tg is derived from the condition of
conservation of energy a.nd momentum. The electron temperature

( 22)
approximation applies at sufficiently high electron density^

so that the exchange of energy between electrons is considerably

greater than the exchange of energy between electrons and the
( 23)

lattice. In 1958 Strattonv extended the previous ideas to

include a variety of scattering mechanisms and lattice temperatures

The ETM simplification based on the fact that the Boltzmann

transport equation need not be solved, allows many problems

that would otherwise be avoided because of their complexity,

to be at least investigated for their physical content. The

ETM is extensively applied and mostly agrees quite well with
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experiments. However the assumption of maintaining a Maxwellian

distribution by strong electron-electron scattering is not

necessarily always valid.

1.3.2 Direct solution of the Boltzmann equation

A more rigorous and general approach is to find the

distribution function starting from the steady state transport

equation,

/ df\ /df\ _^ dt E + dt^C =

where the first term represents the change in the distribution

function f due to the presence of external fields and the second

due to scattering.

The approximate solution of the equation has so far been

found only for special cases.

Assuming that the drift velocity is very much less than the

(25)thermal velocity in weak fields, Yaraashita and Watanabe v ' were

able to give the solution for the acoustic scattering case,

fo(x)~(4 +?acE2)?a°E e~
£_
kT

o
o

where 0 is a constant.
>ac

For the case of scattering by acoustic phonons and ionized impurities,
(26)

Adawi gave an expression in 1958,
rE/kT s d£ \

fQ(x)~ e J0 kTQ + ^E2£(£2/kV+|3
where is a quantity proportional to the ratio of acoustical

momentum relaxation time to impurity momentum relaxation time.
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In "the presence of acoustical and optical scattering with
(27)low optical phonon energy Inonev ' found

2 £
f (x)/^/ c( S/lcT +AB2+B)AS +D e~O ' o o

where A,B,C and D are constants representing the scattering parameters.

( 28) (29)
The other approaches like diffusion approximation

and numerical method , for example, the Monte Carlo nethod^^'
are also used.

1.3.3 Theory for many valley semiconductors

It is sometimes useful to sub—classify the various types

of electron scattering process into intra-valley and inter-valley

transition. In a semiconductor like indium antimonide which has

a single valley near k=0 one is usually only interested in electron

transitions within this valley. Such transitions are called intra-

valley transitions. However in a ma.ny—valley-semiconductor such

as germanium,lead sulphide transitions within each valley and

transitions between valleys are of interest. The latter are

called inter-valley transitions.

The theory becomes much more complicated for many-valley

semiconductors due to the orientation of each individual valley

and the inter-valley transitions, and therefore it is not surprising

that there have been only a few calculations for the hot electron

effects.(33)>(34) 20 far qualitative interpretations can only be

given.
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1.4 Previous work and the present investigation

The early work on lead salts tended to explain the

experimental data at moderately low temperatures by acoustic

scattering.^ ^ An empirical equation was deduced to show
-5/2

that the mobility is proportional to T but no theoretic¬

al basis for such a variation has been given.

Scattering by optical phonons in polar crystals was
/£-\

discussed at length by Howarth and Soudheinier . Petritz

and Scanlon suggested that this theory may be valid for lead

salts down to liquid nitrogen temperature when acoustical
(97)

scattering is also taken into account.

Later Finlayson and Greig extended the experiment

to the temperature below 77 K and pointed out that the nobility

varies with the impurity concentration and that at lov; tempera¬

ture, lattice scattering, both acoustical and optical, is
(98) (99 ^

completely masked. An attempt has also been made by them

by measuring the thermoelectric properties of PbS to show the

relative importance of optical modes in the carrier scattering

processes at intermediate temperatures.

In the early 1960's work in the Leningrad Semicon¬

ductor Institute cast doubt on the earlier interpretations

since they were able to explain their experimental measure¬

ments in terms of a temperature dependent effective mass,

see for example Smirnovet- et al. in i960. ^ The same

Institute produced substantial theoretical backing for this idea.
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More recently, Russian papers seemed to show that these

, , (35)— (37) - ... . (101)ideas were also inadequate. In particular, huzndaba

indicated that at temperatures of the order of SO^K the scattering

of carriers in lead salts is essentially inelastic and Kaidanov

(102)
et al by measuring the Nernst-Ettingshausen effect obtained

a value closer to the predicted value for the optical scattering

rather than to that for the acoustic scattering. In 1970 Yu.
/ -r O \

Ravich et al tried to show that at high concentrations of the
20 -3

order of 10 cm scattering by acoustic phonons predominates;

19 -3
while at concentrations of the order of 10 cm and below

polar phonons scattering plays a significant role.

/ 7O \

Writing in 19^8, when this work was begun, Ravich

noted that " At present, there is no agreement about the dominant

scattering mechanism in lead chalcogenides."

Besides the uncertainty in scattering mechanisms existing

experimental work has-not covered a wide range of temperature

and concentrations. Host previous work was carried out at

liquid nitrogen'temperatures. This narrow range of temperature

apparently is not able to provide a full story of the behaviour

of electx-ons in the lead salts. It seems, therefore, v/orthwhile

to extend the measurements down to liquid helium temperatures.

In the helium temperature range early measurements

^summarised by Scanlon in Solid State Physics,9) indicated the
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absence of ionised impurity scattex-ing. This was explained by

the very high values of the dielectric constant and this has

since been confirmed experimentally.

Measurements by Finlayson and Mathewson^^ showed

that the magnetoresistance was negative for fairly low magnetic

17 -5fields and for electron concentrations up to 5x10 cm . Later
/ Pi \

measurements by Chan et al showed that there is a close

correlation between a minimum in the resistance temperature

cux-ve and the negative magnetoresistance. Such effects have

been observed in a number of semiconductors and interpreted in

terms of scattering by localised spins.

In the present investigation we aim at remedying the

relative lack of information in PbS by measuring the resisti¬

vity, Hall effect and magnetoresistance at high electric fields

at nitrogen and helium temperatures for electron concentrations

15 17 -3
i-aping from 7-5x10 to 5x10 cm with the aim of clarifying
the scattering mechanisms at 77 K and in the very low temper¬

ature region. '

The electric field has been applied in the form of

—2. 3
pulses ranging in pulse height from 10 to 10 volt/cm with

repetition frequencies of the order of 100 cps. Steady magnetic

fields up to 37 K-gauss have been obtained from a superconducting

magnet and applied to the crystals in both ti-ansverse and

longitudinal configurations.
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CHAPTER 2

THE SAMPLE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, PREPARATION AND MOUNTING

2.1 Introduction

Lead sulphide occurs in nature as the mineral galena and

is one of the commonest ores of lead. For semiconductor work

large single crystals of natural galena are comparable in quality

with the best material prepared in the laboratory. It is not

surprising that lead sulphide wa.s one of the first semiconductors

to be studied, and was one of the first materials to be used as a

contact rectifier in the early days of radio.

An important application of these materials is in the

manufacture of photoconductive infra-red detectors. These devices

were exploited during and shortly after the Second World War.

(39)
Recently, Lovell^ ' gave a very detailed survey of this topic.

We will see that the interest in the lead sulphide type

semiconductor is due to their unusual properties which ensure their

use as detectors of infra-red radiation. However, in addition, these

crystals in themselves provide an interesting study. This is why

nowadays investigations of this material continue; these not only

provide infra-red sensitive detectors useful in a broad variety of

application, but also the studies of their electrical and optical

proportion are responsible for an improved understanding of matter;
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2.2 IV - VI compound.

2.2.1 Pb a group IV element

2 14. 10 2
The electronic structure of lead is 6s , 4f » 5d , 6p .

It shows a covalency of four, which necessitates promotion of

electrons from the ground state to an excited state, and so sp^
hybridization of the orbits results in a tetrahedral structure

. -14 c-,10 r 2 (■ 24f , 5d , 6s , op .

2.2.2 S a group VI element

2 4
The electronic structure is 3s , 3p since sulphur has

2 3 1
d orbitals available for bonding, it forms four bonds s p d

13 2
hybridization or six bonds s p d hybridization in the excited

sta.te which has 2 unpaired electrons in ground state.

2.2.3 PbS a polar compound semiconductor

Reca.lling that the fundamental idea connected both with

atomic structure and chemical binding is the formation of closed

shells of electrons,when Pb and 3 react together the outer electrons
2 2 4

of lead, 6p is transferred to the sulphur's 3s , 3p electrons.
-f-f

This produces ions Pb and S held together by the electrostatic

attraction of their opposite charges at a certain distance, the lattice

constant, which is analogous to a dipole and is therefore called a

polar compound. The crystal structure is a simple rock-salt type

(Figure 2.2). Deviations from perfeot stoichiometric composition

may take place and give rise to imperfection in the crystal lattice.
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In a perfect crystal of PbS there are exactly the same number of

Pb atoms and S a.toms. It is well known, however that an excess

of Pb gives an n-type sample. More accurately, PbS may exist as

a homogeneous crystalline phase with composition Pb^+^S, 6 being
a fraction having a value up to about 10~^. Each excess Pb atom

acts as a donor impurity giving an energy level very close to the

conduction band. In practice, sometimes they may be considered

as overlapping. A value of £ of 10~"^ would correspond to over

10^ donors per cm"^.

2.3 General Properties of PbS

The general properties of PbS are summarised in the Tables

2.1 and 2.2 ^0) (4l) an^ ^3^3x33 in Figure 2.1 and Figure

2.2 show its simple cubic, rock-salt structure and the energy

bands^ ^^respectively.
The characteristics such as small energy gap, low resistivity

large carrier mobility and unusually high dielectric constant

(static), which do not usually appear in polar crystals will

have a profound effect on the electrical and optical measurements.

2.3.1 Energy bands

Guff et al^^ indicated that the valence and conduction

band extrema are located at the L points on the Brillouin-zone

face (see Figure 2.1). We can also point out that the gap must
1 1

lie between an adjacent pair of and L^, L^and levels which
are degenerate in normal conditions.
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This is due to the following facts:

(a) The "band edges at L "belong to states with opposite parity;

and we know "by symmetry arguments that all allowed direct transitions

taking pla-ce at L can happen only "between states with opposite

parity under inversion.

(b) The effective mass of PbS is positive as shown in the Tables
i •

2.1 and 2.2. Hence we know that if and belong to the conduction

band then L^, belong to the valence band.

(c) Furthermore, the extrema of both the conduction and valenoe

bands are located at the zone edge so that there are equivalent

ellipsoids. Thus, intervalley transition is sometimes possible.

One more important characteristic for PbS shown in Figure 2.1

is the strong non-parabolicity of conduction and valence band. This

complicates the discussion of Phonon interaction, (see Chapter 4)

2.3.2 Extrinsic carriers

As wo know that n-type samples are given by excess of Pb

atoms, one free olcctron to the conduction band is contributed by

each excess Pb. In our case, samples with free eleotron concentrations

of lO^cm-^ requires a departure from stoichiometry of less than

1 part of 10^. The impurity levels associated with these extrinsic

carriers lie very close to or within the conduction band.

2.4 Preparation of the sample

2.4.1 Selection of samples

The samples of lead sulphide used in this experiment were



Property'- • PbS
Crystal structure Rock-salt
Lattice constant A 5-94
Linear expansion

coefficient 2-6 x 10"6
Density (g cm-3) 7-60
Clastic constants

(dyn cm"5)*'1"
Cu 12-7 X 10""
Cm 2-48 X 10-"
C12 2-98 X 10-"

Melting point (°c)si> 1114
1 icat of formation

(kcal mole"1) —22-54
Molar heat at 200°k

(cal mole"1 cleg-1)02 11-4
Effective Debye temper¬

ature at 200"K ("k)02 227
Thermal conductivity

at 300"k
(\v cm-1 deg-1)7's0'01 0-03

Refractive index at
6 /rm32 4-19

* Dielectric constant70£».£«> jgo', 18
Piczorcsistancc constants,

at 300"k (cm2 dyn"1)
rn

7T.I4

! wl2

Magnetic susceptibility
I (c.g.s. units)92 — 0-37 X 10"°
f* Energy gap at 300°K (cv)40
t Direct transitions 0-41
] Indirect transitions 0-37
{Temperature coefficient
1 of energy gap (cv dog"1)
j (20-400"k)31 +4 X 10"4
[Intrinsic carrier
( concentration at 300"k
j (cm-3)'. '' —) 2 X 1013
^Lattice mobiiny at 300"k

(cm2 v_1 s-1) 600 (n)f
■ 700(p)

Temperature dependence
of lattice mobility in
pure samples 7—6/2

Typical values of observed
mobility at 77°k 5 X 103-104

Typical values at 4°k 104—105

TABLE 2.1

TABLE 2.-2

Crystal

structure Crystaltype .2
'

! D

1

Melting point | =

Lattice constant
0 ■§ I
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selected, from blocks of natural galena. Because of the cubic

crystallographic structure, samples could be eleaved easily with

a sharp razor blade in the directions parallel to their cubic

axes. Bright metallic lustre and smooth and flat surfaces were

checked for every sample.

The electron concentration for n-type PbS sample were

determined by room temperature Hall effect measurements. Samples

samples was found by a neutron activation experiment done in the

Reactor Centre in East Kilbride.

The homogeneity of the sample had to be tested by measuring

the resistivity of the bulk sample at short intervals along its

dimensions. Fairly homogeneous samples with tolerance less than

2.4.2 The cutting and etching

Samples were eleaved roughly in rectangular shape by using

razor blade and cut accurately to required dimensions by spark

machine.

The machine used was a Servomet typeSMD spark machine which

was specifically designed for cutting hard brittle or delicate

crystals. The machine removes the material from the surface of

sample in the immediate vicinity of the cutting tool without mechanical

contact with the sample by generating a series of controlled spark

of concentrations from

The existence of very few Hn impurities in some of PbS

IQffo were selected.
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discharges between the cutting tool and the sample. The removal

of small crater of material "by each spark is finished "by molting

and vaporisation. Pino surfaces without mechanical distortions 1

or dislocations caused by the cutting are supposed to be obtained.

The typical sample dimensions were 5 x 0.5 x 0.3 mm.

measured by a travelling microscope; hence size effects in the

Hall measurements can be neglected.

After cutting by the spark machine or lengthy exposure

to the atmosphere the sample became oxidised and it could be

etched in a warm solution of thioureaic acid for about 30 seconds;

the solution was prepared from 30 gm Thiourea + 100 c.c. H^O + 30 c.c.
concentrated HC1. The sample was finally cleaned by running warm

water.

2.5 Sample holders and probes

2.5.1 Holder I

For transverse measurements the sample was mounted onto the

sample holder I shown in Figure 2«3. - The current—pulse leads were

soldered to a pair of copper-block electrodes which could be moved

to press on to the two ends of the sample. Two resistivity probes

and two Hall probes were press-contacted to the sample. The

contact-pressure at the electrodes or probes was adjustable by means

of the screws F acting on small phosphor bronze strips. A force of

about 50 gm-wt/rmi was found to give a contact resistance of less

than 1-0.5 percent of the total resistance and appeared to cause



L: pulsed current leads
e: copper-block electrode
S: sanple
H: hall probe
R: resistivity probe
F: adjustable screw

P: spring

(a) Front-view

(B) Side-view

FIG. 2.3
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no damage to the surface of the crystal.

The photograph of the holder is shown in Figure 2.4.

2.5.2 Holder II

For longitudinal resistivity measurements the sample was

mounted on to the sample holder II which was specially designed

for the small experimental space in the 77°K cryostat II (see

next chapter). Similar electrodes and probes were constructed.

The diagram and photograph are shown in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6

respectively. Similarly the contact force at the upper electrode

can be adjusted by screw F acting on a small spring.

For both holders, the probes were required to be as small

as possible in order to avoid introducing errors in the measurement.

2
The contact area of the probe was about 0.3 mm .

2.5-3 Special precautions

Before mounting the sample on the holder, each end of the

sample was coated with a soft and thick copper layer; this is done

for press-contacts to ensure better electrical conduction.

One of the serious difficulties in the use of this fast pulse

method (see next chapter) was the presence of spurious voltages due

to the vibrations of leads and the sample itself. Therefore, the

electrodes and probes were fixed firmly to the holder. The leads

were fastened solidly to the head of the holder to prevent any

relative motion. Shielding and good earthing were also used to
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FIG. 24

FIG. 2-6
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reduce circuit noise and stray voltages; while well-matched cables,

sockets and plugs were used to eliminate unwanted reflections of

pulses.

To reduce the geometrical effects that distort the magneto

resistance measurement results, the resistivity probes made contact

to the sample at a distance exceeding double the.'-width of the sample

away from the current electrodes and the current electrodes cover

the entire end-surface area of the sample. It was also necessary to

locate with great care the resistivity probes along"'the current lines

on the sample; and to pay close attention to the correct placement

of the sample in the magnetic field.

2-5-4 The problem of injection of carriers

Since this kind of sample ho.lder involved contacts of metal

and semiconductor, injection of minority carriers should be considered.

The potential barrier existing at the semiconductor surface can be

illustrated by the potential diagram of Figure 2.7«

The significant injection quantity for a contact is given by

r - r , where r is the fraction of the total current at the contactCO1 G

due to minority carrier and is a constant representing the minority

carrier current fraction in the bulk material for equilibrium condi¬

tion. For our n-type samples, fairly close to intrinsic material

has been selected (see 2.4.1); so samples have large minority carrier

density, r - r will be slightly larger than zero and the contact
c o

will be very weakly injecting.
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Equilibrium potential energy diagram for contact between a metal and an
n-type semiconductor. The formation of a p-typo "inversion" layer permits hole
injection into the semiconductor when the metal is biased positively.I
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Experimentally, the flatness of the current pulses checked

by sampling oscilloscope gave evidence that there was no injection

from the contacts.

Furthermore, probes are quite far away from the electrode

contacts and no current is supposed to pass through them during

the measurement in our pulse-bridge method (see next chapter).

Therefore, the injection effect can be ignored.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTATION AND EQUIPMENT

3.1 Cryogenic temperature "baths

It is easier to raise the electron temperature above that

of the lattice if the lattice itself is cooled to low temperatures.

Since the transport behaviour of the conduction electrons

is sensitive to the lattice temperature, different cryostats were

designed for different investigations.

3.1.1 Cryostat I Liquid helium bath

Most of the experiments were done at the temperatures between

4»2°K and 1.4°K. The sample was mounted on the sample holder immersed

in liquid helium in a dewar vessel. Since all glass dewars are to

some extent permeable to helium gas and hence lose their vacuum

insulation rather easily, a metal dewar was therefore used in our

experiment. A not-to-scale schematic diagram of this dewar is shown

in Figure 3.1.

Based on the fact that the saturation vapour pressure of

liquid helium is a function of its temperature, the bath temperature

could be varied from 1.4°K to 4«2°K by changing the vapour pressure.

The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 3.2. The pump removes

the vapour. V and V, represent valves which present variable impedances
& D

in the line to allow the effective pumping rate to be set anywhere

from zero to the full speed of the pump. V is a coarse control
3>

while a fine one. They are adjusted to bring the manometer pressure

I
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FIG. 3.2
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to the desired value. The pressures shown on the manometers B and C

which are filled with mercury and "butyl phthalato respectively, oan

readily "bo converted to temperatures "by standard tables.

The liquid levels could be detected by the change of resist¬

ance of a series of thermal-resistors which were located at different

levels inside the dewar.

3.1.2 Cryostat II Liquid nitrogen bath

Some of the experiments in this work were carried out at

liquid nitrogen temperature 77°K with high magnetic fields. Requiring

some modification of a standard cryostat, we have constructed a

simple device, cryostat 11^^ lvhich enables us to maintain a constant

temperature, 77°K,for the sample in the core of a superconducting

solenoid immersed in liquid helium.

The assembly is shown in Figure 3.3* The sample chamber

consists of a vacuum-jacketed stainless steel tube which fits into

the inner cylinder of the magnet. The outlet F is connected to a

diffusion pump to obtain a vacuum of better than 10 ^ torr and the

surfaces E of the jacket are polished to reduce radiation.

A liquid nitrogen reservoir B of spiral exit type is connected

to the sample chamber through a needle valve C which controls the

nitrogen flow. Below the sample holder G and thermometer K is placed

a small 30 ohm heater P connected to a power supply.

Imperfect thermal-isolation of the liquid nitrogen from the
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helium hath tends to cool the nitrogen in the region of the sample

holder "below the temperature of the norma], "boiling point. This is

"balanced by applying about one watt from heater P situated at the

bottom of the chamber. To maintain the liquid level constant the

needle valve C is adjusted to give a flow of liquid of about 0.1 cc

per second. In operation, once the current through P and the liquid

flow through G'has been set, no further attention is required.

Checks on thermometer K, adjacent to the sample holder, show

that the temperature remains constant within 0.5°K for several hour3.

3.2 Superconducting magnet

Magnetic fields used in our measurements were generated by a

superconducting solenoid immersed in the liquid helium. It is a cold-

drawn niobium-titanium coil made by Oxford Instr. Co. which provides

magnetic fields up to 40 K-gauss.

The solenoid was driven by an Oxford Instrument 3 phase

superconducting magnet power supply unit. A build-in automatic cut¬

out switch served as a safety device i-n case of the magnet going normal.

When running up the solenoid, care should be taken to avoid

sharp current transitions and the magnet should not be run at currents

in excess of the specified maximum value. A sweep unit was used

which provided an automatic linear sweep of magnet current. The

usual running-up time from zero to a desired value is of the order

of 2 to 5 minutes.
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3.3 The fast pulse technique

In order to heat the electron gas "but avoid the Joule-heat

generated in the sample, fast pulse techniques were employed in the

present experiment. The pulse used was square in wave form, 5 to 10

^U-*cec in width, 30 to 100 cycle per second in repetition and 2 to 4
n-sec in 5$ "to 95% rise-time.

3.3.1 The generation of fast pulse with high output power

(a) Advance Instrument PG 55 high power pulse generator:-

Pulses"below 1 amp fed to the sample were obtained from the

Advance Instrument PG 55 generator. It is "basically a solid state

electronic multivibrator system with a clock timing device. The

output stage is fully protected against accidental short circuit or

open circuit. Coaxial ca.ble of 50 ohm was required to match the

output impedance.

(b) Delay-line pulse generator

When the output power of a pulse is required to have more

than 1 ampere to feed the sample, a generator of electronic type

encounters considerable difficulties if a rapid rise-time is to be

maintained. Therefore a special type, delay-line generatorhas to

be designed to provide fast rise-time and high power. Furthermore

these have the advantage over the multivibrator type of generator

that the pulse length is determined solely by a static element, the

delay-lino and the rise-time by a mercury-wetted relay switch, and

does not depend on the stability of transistor characteristics.
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I'if;urc 5.k- shows the circuit of the generator. The power

supply provided stabilised high current to the mercury relay

so that with the contact in one position the delay line was charged.

V/hen the contact moved to the other, position the line was connected

to the sample. A voltage step then moved down the line half dis- ■

charging the distributed capacity as it went. On reflection from

the far end of the line the step travelled back discharging the

line completely and thus giving rise, at the input end, and hence

across the sample, to a square pulse whose length depended on •the.

length of the line.

The mercury—wetted relay used was a Elliott SB. SC 65OI7/OI
with switching tine 2 to 4 n-sec; while the delay line is kadiospear

uniradio 95 coaxial cable. The length of the cable was adjusted to

have suitable pulse width.

The contact assembly of the mercury—wetted relay is sealed

in a glass capsule filled with high pressure ultra dry hydrogen.

The platinum contact surfaces are wetted with mercury, which

when switching action is taking place, is continuously renewed from

the reservoir by1 capillary action.

A magnetic field in proximity to the capsule causes the

armature to, transfer from the normally closed contact to the normally

0)00*1 OO*1 uC3C i/ •

In figure 3-5 the procedure of action during a switch cyclv.

is shown as follows::—

1. Mercury (shown hatched) covers armature and contact faces.
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2. & 3. As armature moves from open to closed position, mercury-

filament "breaks "before new contact is made in a "break before make"

action. Ruptured mercury surfaces accelerate away from each other

at a very high acceleration. This produces an extremely rapid make

and break action.

4« Contact surfaces join. Mercury wetting dampens rebound, elimi- j

nates chatter, provides uninterrupted metallic contact, for the

mercury on the contacts absorbs the mechanical energy during the

"make" condition.

Similar action occurs on release.

3.3.2 The pulse bridge

To provide a null-defecting method in this experiment, a

pulse-bridge was constructed. Figure 3.6 shows the bridge and the

related schematic circuit. The bridge consists of four arms, namely

a sample which has a resistance R between the two current electrodes,

a standard resistance Rg, a variable resistance R^ with a precision
scale to balance the whole bridge when R changes value and a potentio¬

meter—resistance R^ with a dial scale precisely indicating the position
of a sliding contact. Usually R was chosen to be about one tenth of

s

R and R, was one sixth of R . All resistances used were non-inductive,
x d p

3.3.3 Detecting system

The input pulse height and pulse form were measured by CRO 1

across the standard resistance R . This was a Tektronix's 502A high
s
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gain, fast oscilloscope. The Hull—detecting system consists of

two identical differential amplifiers and a fast oscilloscope as

a balance detector. The oscilloscope was either the Tektronix*s

502A or a Tektronix 3S76 sampling CRO which gave a clearer addi¬

tional check of pulse form.

3«4 The measurements

3.4.1 The experimental set-up

The block diagram for apparatus used in this experiment is

shown in Figure 3«7« It oonsists of the following main units.

(1) Cryostatr the sample mounted on the sample holder was put in

the cryostat. A main pumping system was used to control the helium

vapour pressure. An additional pumping system was designed specially

for cryostat 2. Both cases were connected to helium and nitrogen

transfer system.

(2) Magnetic field: a wide range of magnetic field was applied by

means of a superconducting solenoid. Low magnet currents were obtained

from a stabilized d.c. current supply while high currents, were obtained

from a three—phase power supply with sweep unit.

(3) Detection system: the main parts are a pulse bridge, a pulse

generation system and a null-detecting oscilloscope.

3.4*2 General Procedure

The general procedure for ■ manipulating the bridge device

is given in the following way:-
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(1) A suitable pulse is selected by adjusting the pulse generator.

This includes the rise-time, repetition-frequency and the pulse

height which is controlled by the output power via an attenuator.

For the delay-line unit the pulse height can be adjusted by the

stabilized pox^er supply.

(2) The absolute value of the pulse height is measured by a fast.

CRO across a standard resistor R ;from the value we get, we cans

easily calculate the electric field across the sample.

(3) For balancirgthe bridge we refer to diagram 3.6. With the double

switch in position 1 the bridge is balanced by adjusting R^. This
gives V a R I; = Ri I_ where V is the potential drop across the

s s s 3? D s

standard resistance and I: and I. are the sample current and the
s b

potentiometer current respectively under the balanced condition.

In balancing the bridge, the sensitivity of the differential

amplifier may be increased in order to detect whether a good balance

has been obtained. When the balance is perfect, the pulse on the

CRO 1 will completely vanish.

(4) The switch is.now moved to the position 2 and Rp is adjusted
to get the balance point at Rp2*
(5) Similar operations are done for the second resistance probe 3

and R ^ is obtained.P3

(6) Similarly, for Hall probes 4 and 5-, Rp4 and Rp,. are obtained.
(7) During the above procedure, a magnetic field can be applied

by a superconducting solenoid. Operations should be repeated

after reversing the field.
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3.4»3 The measurement of resistivity, magnetoresistivity, Hall

coefficient and the electric field across the sample.

From the above experimental data, one can easily calculate

the following quantities:

(1) Resistivity and magnetoresistivity

J- - < T*) RS < "* R/3 )b

(2) Hall coefficient

rh - (-4r) Rs < "p4R.Iip5 > - 108

(3) External electric field

. R _ — R ,

( E > Vs < P H, P3 'b

where, in laboratory units, w is the width, d, the thickness,

L, the distance between two resistance probes of the sample,

respectively and B is the intensity of the applied magnetic field.

3.4.4 The measurement of carrier concentration of the samples

at room temperature.

The carrier concentration and the carrier sign are deter¬

mined by the conventional B.C. Hall measurement. The main

instrument is an accurate potentiometer. Then the Hall coefficient
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can be measured by

V . d
b _ y

H I. B

where V is the corrected Hall voltage given by

MVy(H+l)-Vy(-H+l)) - £<V^(+H-l)-Vy(-H-l))
and by introducing the Hall field factor we have

RttH ne

therefore,

OrH! B
n =

e V d
y

In our calculation we take the approximation")^ = 3 7T/8
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CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION OP THE RESULTS OBTAINED AT NITROGEN TEMPERATURE

4«1 Measurement of electron concentration

D. C. Hall measurements were carried out at room temperature

in order to obtain the carrier concentrations of the samples used

in this work. The results are listed in Table 4»1«

4»2 Measurements at nitrogen temperature

4.2.1 Resistivity measurements

Figure 4.1 shows a typical curve of resistivity against

In E at 77 deg. X in zero magnetic field. In the low field

region an ohmio part can be observed. This is followed by a

small dip before the resistivity begins to rise fairly steeply

at high electric fields. For sample K'43 measurements were

made up to fields of 2500 volts per cm. No sign of avalanche

multiplication was observed up to this field. We note however

that in lead telluride and lead selenide, avalanche multiplica¬

tion was not observed until fields of order of 10^ to 10^ volts

per cm. had been reached (^5)»(46) m^ght higher for lead

sulphide. Higher fields could not be obtained with our existing

apparatus.

4.2.2 Resistivity in a longitudinal magnetic field.
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I

Sample

No.

j Lab
j Index

No.

/ —

Electron

Concentration

at Room Temp.

4 (cm"3)

Low Field

Resistivity

at He. Temp.

(ohm-cm)

1 Y 24 7.5 x 1015
i

I
0.64

I
i

2 K 4 I 9.3 X 1015
I

i

0.39
I

3 K 8 9.5 x 1015 0.31

4 Y11 1.02x 1016 0.23

5 C' 43 1,15x 1016 0.19

6 K' 43
1

1.17 x 10 -

7 Y 23 1.19 x 1016 -

8 C' 38 1.31 x 1016 0.053

9 J 100 1.4 x 1016 -

1 0 K 1 1.47 X 1016 ; 0.052

11 K 3

V

1.48 x 1016 |
t

f

I

-

12 K 7 1.53 x 1016 | o.o 5

13 Y" 11 0 5.0 x 1017 0.007

TABLE 4.1



(ohx-cm)

SAMPLEK T=77°K H=0-field
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Because of space limitation in the 77<*eg. K cryostat

measurements were made only in the longitudinal configuration.

The variation of resistivity for samples Y23 and K3

as a function of "both magnetic and electric field is shown in

Figures 4»2 and 4.3 respectively. Comparing Figures 4«1» 4«2

and 4*3 we note that the steep rise in resistivity "begins at

higher electric fields for samples of lower electron concentra¬

tion.

To illustrate the dip in resistivity we have plotted

J5., against In E for sample J100 on a bigger scale in Figure 4*5li

4«3 The displaced Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function

At.. 77 deg. K the electrons with sufficient energy in

the sample will interact with the lattice vibrations, absorb¬

ing and emitting phonons. In the absence of an external electric

field absorption balances emission when the electrons have the

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution

"s/fo~e/KI (4.3.1)
and the number of phonons with wave vector £ is given by

= l/(e^//K'r -1) (4.3.2)

where K is the Boltzmann constant, T, lattice temperature,
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tiw , the energy of a phonon and £, the energy of an electron.

However when an electric field E is applied the rate

of energy supplied to the electrons increases. So the average

energy of the electrons and also the average rate of phonon

emission will "be increased. A steady state is reached when

the average rate of energy loss equals the rate of gain from

the field, ie.

^ xt ) • = (It ) , = euE^ = eEv (4»3.3)N dt ' gam xdt ' loss ' v '

This requires a change in the distribution function1 (4»3»l).

Usually we may introduce a perturbation term f , depending

on the details of band structure and scattering mechanism,

added to the thermal equilibrium distribution function for the

case of small electric fields, ie.

f «= fQ + fx fx« fQ (4.3.4)

On the other hand, if high electric fields are applied

neither (4-3-1) nor(4»3«4) can be used. However, in a steady

state, if electron-electron collisions are frequent enough

the shape of the distribution function will be modified.

For these collisions result in a sharing of the energy gained

from the field and in building up an internal thermal equili¬

brium condition among the electron gas. Then the distribution

will be a Maxwell-Boltzmann one at a temoerature T displaced
e

in momentum space, ie.



f e (A \ S)

where -^-rnv^ is the drift energy of tho oleotron gas, Tq, tho hot
' ' f

electron temperature which we have mentioned in Chapter 1.

1e7 physically is a measure of the average energy of
the electrons, since

< S)= 3/2K?g + l/2mv? 'S'-|-X're (4.3.6)
For the case in which we are interested the drift velooity. v,

-a

is comparatively small,- and the dependence of external eleotrio

field, E on Tg can he found experimentally.(^5) (86)
Assuming that the use of Tq is justified, then tho nature

of" the _P~Tq and hence E (ori^S ) characteristics as shown-
in Figure 4*1 and etc. will then yield direot information on

the type of electron-phonon interaction responsible.

4*4 The critical eleotron concentration for tho Eleotron

Temperature Model

Tho o.p(plioation of a displaced Maxwoll-3oltzmann
distribution at T is basod on tho faot that olootron- olootron

e

collisions are frequent enough which means that tho electron

concentration should bo high enough. To get some idoa of tho

critioal concentration n required for this to occur, one mayc

comparo tho rato at which a carrier faster'than tho average

would loco onorgy to tho other carriers, to tho rate at which
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it would lose its energy in all other processes. For acoustic

modes the calculation was ca.rried out by Stratton ^47) guying

nQ ~ 2 x lO1^?^293)^ cm ^ for germanium and by Yamashita^\
n ~ lO1^ cm ^ for n-type Ge at while Koenig (49) foungC i*

15 —3
experimentally n ~ 6 x 10 cm

c

Estimates have been made also for polar crystals. For

polar optical modes Conwell^^ was able to give an expression

eS + ~2^w-i"£ f 1 8-tiW _i p il
■ l/w -1-'1^! —N sinh" ( ? )*'

(X iiw_
L y

• ••••••••

n - —^—4— j(N +l)sinh L( -7 ~ )z —N sinh L( =^— );c 2;me* q &W., ' q v nw. ' 1
L 1 1 >

•* 2J-
m e h i*J_

where eSQ = (l/€TOii

IT =

q ~~ "hw.1
KT

e - 1

and -6 is an average dielectric constant of -€^ and •€_ .

For our case we assume S~hw^ and for lead sulphide we
have,

—PR
m = 0.1 m = 0.1 x 9*1 x 10 gm

o 0

-€*> = 18

£o - 190
T =77 deg. K

oh = 7.13 x 1012 sec"1
"1 o

Therefore n <. 2.72 x 10 0 cm
c
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For higher lattice and electron temperatures, nc calculated
from 4.4.1 will "be slightly higher. However, recalling the

results in Table 4«1 we notice that all the concentrations

are somewhat lower than this n . It should be noted however
c

that even when the concentrations are not high enough to

justify the use of displaced Maxwell—Boltzmann distribution,

calculations based on this distribution are likely to yield

(5l)
results correct as to order of magnitude v . Since in our

case the difference between our electron concentrations a.nd the

critical value is fairly small we shall assume that the electron

temperature model can be a.pplied.

4.5 Possible scattering mechanisms and a summary of the

theories on phonon scattering.

It is necessary to review the various theoretical

predictions about the behaviour of l/-£ and hence _P due to

different types of scattering, in order to know which type of

scattering is predominant in our lead sulphide samples in a

given temperature and field range.

4.5.1 Ionized impurity scattering:

This is an important scattering mechanism at rather

low temperatures (eg. helium temperatures). It gives

-3/2
L

^
1

^ S (4.5.1)
I
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4.5«2 Neutral impurity scattering:

This is another important scattering mechanism at low

temperatures for high concentration samples. It shows an

independence of electron energy on relaxation time,

_p~l/T~S° (4-5.2)

Recalling the results at nitrogen temperature in

Figures 4«1» 4.2, 4«3 and 4»4 which show the resistance

increasing with field the above scattering mechanisms cannot

be applied. ( They will be however discussed in more detail

in Chapter 5«) So the discussion is now concentrated on the

phonon scattering.

4.5.3 Phonon scattering:

Conduction electron-phonon scattering can be thought

of , in a polar crystal, as due to the strain produced by the

lattice vibrations and an electrical polarization produced

by this lattice strain: the latter gives rise to an additional

scattering that may be stronger than that of the former.

For acoustic modes we have:

(1) Deformation potential scattering : due to the strain.

(2) Piezoelectric scattering : due to the polarization.

And for optical modes we have:

(3) Ronpolar optical scattering: due to the strain.

(4) Polar optical scattering: due to the polarization.
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Now we will summarize the theories for simple models

as follows.

4.5.3.1 Acoustic deformation potential scattering

Considering the shift of the hand edge energy, Conwell
(52)

gave the expression, '

1 23~ E2(m*)3/2 KT
~

~?c,
•Mm ; ' KT , x

— » — —— s2 — S 3 (4.5.3)
1

where E^ is the shift of the hand edge per unit dilatation
and c.. is the average longitudinal elastic constant.1 t

It shows that the relaxation timeX °f "the electrons

decreases as £ 2 and this results in mobility and hence

conductivity decreasing when the average energy of the electrons

increases.

4.5.3.2 Acoustic piezoelectric scattering

By calculating the direction and magnitude of the

electric field arising from a plane acoustic wave propagating

in a piezoelectric material, the relaxation time can he shown

(53)as

1 (m*)"2" e2 K T P2 1 t
/ \ _ o ""2"

,17^? < ,.2
^ ^ t ~ . _^/2 j. 2 ( _2 ) ®

• • •• • ••• •

pz 2 ' JT n *€ S"
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where P is the piezoelectric tensor and € , the dielectric

constant.

i

It simply shows that T increases as S which would
pz

result in an increase in mobility, and hence in conductivity,

with increasing energy of the electrons. An increase in mobility,

however, means that this scattering process is less effective

for hot electrons. Thus for weakly pieoelectric materials

such as lead sulphide, it can be completely ignored even for

the low-energy electrons.

4.5.3.3 Nonpolar optical scattering

Following an approach similar to that of the deforma¬

tion potential due to the optical strain which is now defined

as the displacement of the sublattice containing one type of

atom with respect to the sublattice containing the other,

divided by the unit cube edge, the mean free time was given

by

1 D2 K2 (n.*)3/2 i x i|
J> r*> —- = —'T r I N ( S+ktf )2+(N +l)(£-ilW )2

ToP 2%t3j>0 ^q ° q qJ o q

~ 3^ (4.5.5)

where is an interaction constant having the dimensions of:

energy and K, a reciprocal lattice vector, j*o, the density of
the orystal.
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It shews that the mobility and hence conductivity

always decreases with heating of the electrons, just as it

does for the above mentioned acoustic deformation potential

scattering; it is, for this reason, that one cannot distinguish

between acoustic and optical mode scattering in the qualita¬

tive discussions of mobility variations in nonpolar materials.

4.5.3.4 Polar optical scattering

The consideration of the polarization of the crystal

arising from the vibrations of the longitudinal optical branch

will give an additional interaction with the electrons; it is

called polar optical scattering. Then the mean free time of

an electron being scattered out of the initial state by a

(55)
polar optical phonon can be calculated as •

1 A 22^(me w 1 1
5)

-1 s i
NJ5inh( 1— ) +

t t 8 ^o L q "Wq
pop

S-tiw
_-i q .3,

+ (IT +l) sinh ( vr ) sv
cr nw

q

....(4.5.

where € and € are the dielectric constants for infinite and
o

zero frequencies respectively.

Qualitatively it tells us that for £<< , *TT _ is
q pop

a constant, independent of £, but 'when S increases emission

becomes possible and TC decreases. We note that in the limit
pop
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S»liu)^, "T^p increases with, increasing £ , essentially as S ^
since the remaining dependence on 6 is small. However, for

our case, the lattice temperature is well "below the Debye

temperature, T^Q-p , and we have a not very high energy

region, . ( This will "be shown in section 4«9.) The
q

mobility is then expected to decrease with electron heating.

For simplification we have

1

J5 ~ ~ s r
pop

(4.5.7)
with 0 < r< ■§■ .

( The validity of a relaxation time will "be discussed in

section 4*8).

It is generally expected that the polar optical scatter¬

ing is much stronger than the nonpolar one for not very high

energy carriers in a polar crystal since the factor(l/s^r-l/t^)
in equation (4»5«6) is large and on the other hand the factor

2
D, in (4.5.5) is small for polar materials.

X

4.6 The predominant scattering mechanism

From the preceding discussion in section (4.5) only

acoustic deformation potential scattering ( ) and polar

optical scattering ( £.r ) are likely to he the important

scattering mechanisms responsible for the behaviour of lead
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sulphide at nitrogen temperature. It is impossible to distin¬

guish "between these two scattering mechanisms "by a qualitative

discussion. Therefore we have to try some calculations.

4.6.1 The order of magnitude of mobilities due to optical

phonon and acoustic phonon scattering

Following Kirch*s

scattering

(56) estimation for optical phonon

/x(O)

K i
3To W
2X/T2 E

0

exp (—) - 1
o

• • • • • •• •

where E = (€^ - € "*")K0/a eo o ' o

e = hf/K

we put in the values for lead sulphide in our experiment

m* = 0.1x9.Ixl0~2^gm
€■00 =■ 18

£ o 190
o

f a 7.13xl012 sec"1
T = 77 deg.K

o

-9
a = 5x10 cm

o

to get the mobility which has been extrapolated to zero electric

field,

3 2,
p. (0) = 1.27x10 cm /volt-sec

)
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Prom our experiments we got mobilities at low fields

"5 n

^JIOQ = 4.7x10 cm /V-sec for sample J100

/Y23 = 5«4xl03 "" for sample Y23
= 7.4xl03 »» for sample K3.

Prom Conwell's relation given by the equation (4«5«3)
we calculate the mobility for the acoustic mode. If we take

C 57)
the deformation potential w,/ = 6.9 ev

longitudinal sound velocity u^ =4x10^ cm/seo
density of the crystal n^ = 7.6 gm/cm3
average longitudinal elastic constant = uqn0 ® 3X10^ gra/cm^-sec
we find ^2) .^at

u 1.3x10^ cm^/ V-secJ clC

So comparing the experimental values with the theoretical ones

we may conclude that the scattering by the optical phonons

plays a very important role.

4.6.2 The further comparison of experimental and theoretical

values

We understand that so far in the literature no firm

conclusion has been reached as to the predominant scattering

mechanism in lead chalcogenides. However, some recent experi¬

ments seem to contradict the widespread opinion that all the

available data at moderately low temperatures can be explained
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.by acoustic scattering. By measuring the Nernst-Ettingshausen

coefficient, Kaidanov et al ^8) obtained a va.lue for the

scattering parameter which is closer to the predicted value

for optical scattering rather than to that for acoustic scattor-

(59)
mg. Recently Ravich et al concluded that lead chalco—

genides at concentrations of the order of lO^cm^ and below,

polar scattering played a significant role over the temperature

range 77—600 deg. K.

In order to go into the problem more quantitatively

the method used here is to compare the experimentally observed

field-dependence of the mobility with the dependence predicted

theoretically for the two scattering processes and the combina¬

tion of them.

Figure 4*4 shows the comparison of the experimental E>1 V/cm)

and theoretical results. The theoretical curves are calculated

by computer according to well known theories recently brought

up to date by Stokoe and Cornwell. The broken line gives

the a.coustic phonon scattering; the solid line gives the polar
i

optical phonon scattering when the calculation includes

consideration of nonparabolicity but without the correction

of screening effect; the dash-dotted line represents the

combination of the above two curves. The data of the present

work for samples K'43> K3 and Y23 show a fairly good fit to

the combination cxirve. This confirms the importance of the
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polar optical scattering mechanism at 77 deg. K for n-type lead

sulphide over the warm electron region.

4»7 Further discussion on the polar optical phonon scattering

in lead sulphide (also see Appendix A)

4.7.1 The consideration of nonparabolicity and screening effect

Since this mechanism has shown its importance experi¬

mentally and theoretically for lead sulphide at 77 4eg. K,

it. is worthwhile to have a further discussion.

Lead sulphide posesses some unusual properties. One

of these is the pronounced nonparaholicity of the energy "band.

This is manifested not only in a change in jbhe dependence of

the carrier energy on the electron wave vector but also leads

to a change in the form of the wave function. The other

important property is the appreciable effect of screening of

polar vibrations by the conduction electrons. The screening

not only has a considerable effect on the value of the matrix

element for the interaction of an electron with an optical

phonon and its dependence on the wave vector of the phonon,

but it also gives rise to a dispersion of long-wavelength

longitudinal optical phonons. The latter effect is especially

large in lead sulphide because of the great difference between

the static and high-frequency dielectric constants
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Considering these two effects, we may have,

—
= ( I ) x ( II ) x ( III ) (4.7.1)

pop

where ( I ) has "been given in the equation (4.5*5)

( II ) contains the correction terms for the non—

paraholicity

( III ) contains the correction terms for the screening

effect which can "be shown as

l-*ln(l+l/a )
2fi(e +s)

(S +2S)2
1-26+2 6'111(1+1/5 ) ...(4.74

where 1/^ is a measure of the screening effect and

£ or ^ =C< T'

is defined as screening effect coefficient.

1...(4.7.3)

4.7.2 The minimum in resistivity due to the screening effect

From the preceding theory we can predict that in the

term ( III ) there is a minimum in 1/*? whenv ' '
pop

M- IT *
^ ^e ^min = ^ C, ^

and correspondingly there should also "be a .resistivity minimum,
I

frain exPerirnen"i;al data.

As shown in Figures 4*1, 4*2 and 4.3 the J5 . are at0 ^
mm

V43"10 v/f for sample Kf43

■L^2j=:7 V/cm and — 1 V/cm for samples Y2p and K3 •
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4.8 The validity of a relaxation time

The way we used the relaxation tine for optical phonon

scattering is arguable. In tho theory we used for the presont

work the relaxation tine assumption was employod. This treat¬

ment has proved to be fairly applicable to nost scattering

processes occurring in elenental semiconductors. An important

condition pointed out by Howarth and Sondheimer is that

the energy emitted or absorbed by an electron at collision
srhnAi

must be„compared with its initial energy.

However, for lead sulphide, recalling its electronic

nature, two unlike atoms, Pb being positive and S, negative

in a unit cell, the optical vibrations may produce significant

electric polarization. For such polar optical scatterings

where the energy changes are large compared to the initial

average energy of the electrons, a universal time of relaxa¬

tion cannot be defined. So the relaxation time T ijsed in
pop -

this work is a psudo-relaxation time which can be understood

as the probability per unit time of an electron being

scattered out of its initial state by a polar optical
1

interaction. It is also noticA-ble that the expression

Vp_
can be only used to give a qualitative picture of the

variation of J5 with electron heating.
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The way the mean free time T is used in this chapter and

the next chapter can be summarized in the following manner:

(1). (£).

This sort of formula is really very crude and only :

gives the general qualitative argument.

(2). They should have the following meanings

l/"U~f(£)

/~5<r>

< - >~[fee::p(-c/KIe)i!(0d£ ] / (jexp(-E/KTe jMfcidS j

jwl/n ejx (4.8.1)

4.9 The field dependence of the mobility

In warm electron range, if one were to represent the

mobility by an expansion in powers of the field intensity,

it should be well approximated by^^
2

= ^Q(l+jJE ) (4.10.1)
w/here coefficient JJ is independent of field.

The behaviour of jcl predicted by this relation has been
verified by many experiments.^^ (67)
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</ n.s »jcOi» uiiu v -j siioLca.c*. oo giq^Tc.u^Vu * uo uuOr* >^u<» u
> ° *

«i v/aau.c*± Xuu V4.co GCuw vuipxiijO o.c»««j-riciciOG in 6gi^.»> ooii^o -»vir

c*.o C* 0c*>ovjij »\Ta. vv*>C 0c»GO C G 0 u.O1tu«

0' .*. ^"(a 0* 0 S h w O cx* G. w> uiiO ti vii 0 0 -is 0 C v G* G» o G «u 0 <i» G. 0. up0 Gld 0 a a 00

of the nobility for samples K3 and Y23 respectively. Pairly

2ccd straight lines can "bo fitted from which, the coefficients

* or samples n.3 un& 123 ano cogguxowCu*

(3)„, - -0.244*10 3 cm2/V2j '

(3)Y23- -0.038X10~3 »»

ap.les B is negative as we saoulc. expect: xor

lattice scampering. The inference in tne values or .> nay do

due to the electron concentration dependence or the coeffi—

. . (63) (69) „ . . . . . . '.cienms. However some xmpurimy scattering in aa&imon so tne

lattice scattering nay also be responsible for the difference in.-3 -

4.10 The erroct of the magnetio field on phonon scattering- .

Attention must be drawn to the effect of magnetic

field on tho longitudinal magnotorosistivity as shown in

figures 4-2 and 4« 3- When magnetic fields arc applied a

higher field gives higher resistivity. This can be interpreted

by tho fact, that tho conduction electrons in the sample describe

S^lG*v%X OG*DXi»S £*001io oilO Sm.ILS Cd. u*10 C»a^p-l.j.OCl mc^^GlO wG.O -. — C—.CG GGy

and tho angular frequency of rotation is « cH/m';
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In fact, Quantization of energy levels should bo takon

into account in the high magnetic field ease. This quantiza¬

tion changes somewhat the nature of the scattering of the

electrons by the optical phonons. The quantum limit is usually

defined as

KT «tw (4.11.1)
e c

For example, if we take

H = 40 K-gauss ana T ■= 200° KQ

then we have

b) = eh/m

—19 1
1.6x10 ^coulx40xl0 gauss

«= cu/ m ■= o
°

0.1x9.1x10 gm

SxlO11 sec"1

"Ho 0.8x10 ^ erg
c

1 "J
while KT = 1.38x10 erg deg~~ x200 deg

e

^ 2.72xlO"14 erg.

Therefore, in our present work (ie. H< 40 K-gauss and

TQ<f 200°K) the quantum limit has not been reached when the
experiments are carried out at 77 deg.K.

Furthermore, at this relatively high temperature we
. X

would not expoot freeze-out offoots to be important and since

wo havo shown that wo are in the low field region we would
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2 (^ 0 )
expect-the usual II dependence of resistivity.

2
in Figure 4*10 the resistivity is plotted against II .

Parallel straight lines are obtained for three values of oloctri
2

field. This shows that the II dependence does hold and furthor-

noro this depcndoncc is independent- of electric field since the

parallel straight lines give a similar slope.

2
In Figure 4.11 the mooility is plotted against E and

again a set of parallel lines are obtained. Similarly it shows

that the coeffecient in equation (4.10«l)? ^ is independent of
magnetic field.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION OP THE RESULTS OBTAINED AT'HELIUM' TEMPERATURES

5.1 Measurements at helium temperatures

5.1.1 Resistivity in a transverse magnetic field

Figures 5«1» 5*2, 5»3 and 5«4 show the typical rela¬

tionship "between resistivity _P and In E for 'samples K4 and

C*43 for different magnetic fields at 4.2 deg.K and 1.4 deg.

K. In each case the resistivity curve starts at low fields

with a constant ohmic value hut begins to decrease for fields

greater than 0.5—1 volt/cm. This decrease continues to fields

in the region of 50—100 volt/cm after which the resistivity

appears to be again constant with field.

In the low electric field region (ie. E<0.5 volt/cm)

a small magnetic field gives rise to a negative magneto-

resistance while large magnetic fields give rise to a

substantial positive magnetoresistance. In the high electric

field region (ie. E>50 volt/cm) the magnetoresistance effect

is very much reduced.

In Figure 5»5 the temperature variation of the resis¬

tivity with electric field is shown for a single sample IC4

at a fixed magnetic field. In the low field region, a

resistivity minimum can be observed at about 3.15 deg.K.
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In Figure 5«6 we give a plot of resistivity against

In E at zero magnetic field and temperature 1.4 deg.K for

15 —3carrier concentrations ranging from 7*49x10 cm to
17 —^

5x10 cm (see Table 4*l)« In the region where the resis¬

tivity is falling sharply with increasing electric field we

note that , for each carrier concentration, there is a

substantial linear portion. In other words, the resistivity

is here proportional to the logarithm of the electric field

and we can write

J> = C - D In E (5.1.1)

where C and D are constants.

The value of D obtained from the slope of the curves

in this region is seen to decrease as the carrier concentra¬

tion increases.

On the other hand if we refer to Figure 5*5 we see

that D is not strongly dependent on the lattice temperature.

5.1.2 Resistivity in a longitudinal magnetic field

In Figure 5*7 and 5*8 are given the plots of resis¬

tivity against In .E for different values of longitudinal

magnetic field at 4.2 deg.K and 1.4 deg.K. The behaviour
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is somewhat similar to that found in the transverse case.

However the change of resistivity in magnetic field at low

electric fields is smaller in the longitudinal case hut negative

magnetoresistance is again observed.

In Figure 5«9 (similar to Figure 5»5) "the temperature

variation of the resistivity with electric field is shown

for the same sample K4 at a higher fixed longitudinal field.

A resistivity minimum in the low field region is again observed

at about 2.19 deg.K.

5.1.3 Anisotropy of magnetoresistivity

Subtracting the data given in sections (5.1.1) and (5.1.2)

gives

A.P-J'-J'l (5.1.2)

In Figure 5«10 this quantity is plotted against In E

for sample IC4 at two magnetic fields and two temperatures.

It i3 seen that at high electric fields the difference vanishes.

5.1.4 Hall coefficient
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5.1.4 Hall coefficient

Figure 5«H gives a plot of the Hall coefficient as

a function of electric field for these different concentrations.

In this range of electric field we see that the Hall coeffi¬

cients are approximately constant. This result is not sur¬

prising since at these, temperatures the samples are essen¬

tially degenerate.

Figure 5«12 is plotted on a "bigger scale to shot* that

in the helium temperature range, the lattice temperature does

not affect the value of the Hall coefficient very much.

Figure 5»13 shows the influence of magnetic field on

the Hall coefficient. This slight decrease in Hall coeffi¬

cient with increase in lattice temperature or decrease in

magnetic field may "be interpreted as a consequence of chang¬

ing statistics and will "be discussed in the section (5«9»3).

5.2 Possible scattering mechanisms for lead sulphide at

helium temperatures

Since the resistivity is now a good deal lower than

that at 77 deg.K the maximum field that can he applied to
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the crystal is correspondingly reduced. However it is immedi¬

ately clear that the variation of. resistivity with field is

now qualitatively different. In particular the drop in resis¬

tivity in the range 0.5—50 volt per cm shown in Figure 5«1 >

5.2 , 5.3 t 5.4 and etc. is not observed at 77 deg.K. First

of all we consider explanations in terms of well known scat¬

tering mechanisms.

5.2.1 Phonon scattering

As we have shown in section (4«5«3) the lattice vibra¬

tions can give four kinds of phonon scattering for lead sul¬

phide, a polar compound.

(a) Acoustic deformation potential scattering gives

1 A
P A/ ' P ~y

<T > &x ac

(b) Acoustic piezoelectric scattering gives

1 1

p S ~J / T >pzy

(c) Nonpolar optical scattering gives

1 1

? ~ Q
< op^

(d) Polar optical scattering gives

< POP>
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Obviously (a), (c) and (d) will not give a drop in

resistivity as the electric field' goes up in the specified

range, for the higher the field the higher the energy of the

electrons and thus the higher the resistivity.

So it seems that only (b) gives rise to the negative

resistivity gradient at first sight. However, we understand

that piezoelectric scattering is important for piezoelectric

materials and furthermore, the piezoelectric effect is in¬

versely proportional to the square of -6 , the dielectric

constant. Lead sulphide, having a large value of -Q, is a very

wealc piezoelectric material and therefore its piezoelectric

scattering can be ignored.

5.2.2 Ionised impurity scattering

An ionised impurity in a semiconductor can be treated

as a net charge in a neutral background and its effect upon

the conduction electrons can be considered as if there is a

screened potential which falls off exponentially with

distance with a screening radius l/x. • It means that this

ionized impurity cannot be seen by the electrons in effect

beyond this radius (or some multiples of this radius). Then

the resistivity of the semiconductor can be calculated in
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the following manner,
(71)

Ze
2

2 C1 %-z^d.z
f~— ~ nv2jl( — )€ £ J o (z2-fA2fe2/8nf£ ) 2

•••••••••••..(5*2#

where n is the concentration of impxirity , v, the averaged

velocity of the electrons, z=sin|;-0, 0 "being the scattering

angle.

If we evaluate the integral we find that it varies

only slowly with £ . ~X depends on the energy of an electron

2 3/2
through the factor £ /v~ £ ' (m)2. When we put this into

equation (5.2.1) we have

S ~ 3/,2(m*)~ '^-e ~ 2 (5.2.2;

It shows that ionised impurity scattering is important

at low energies. We note that considerable effects due to

ionised impurities have "been observed in the transport pro¬

perties of materials having fairly low dielectric constants,

such as ZnSe ( -€ ~9«1 ) and InSb ( € — 17»5 )• However,

lead sulphide is notable for the very high value of dielectric

constant combined with fairly low effective mass. These

factors render the contribution of ionised impurity scattering

to resistivity negligible in all ranges of temperature.
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5.2.3 Possibilities arising from two-band conduction

On the two-band conduction theory, two kinds of carrier

namely electrons in the donor band and electrons in the normal

conduction band coexist in the region of weak electric fields

at liquid helium temperatures and both contribute to conduct—

tion with a density n^ and mobility in the impurity donor
band and n in the condtiction band with a higher mobility u

C J c

respectively. It is assumed that at a low lattice tempera¬

tures and in a low electric field, most of the carriers are

in the impurity band and the resistivity is high. As the field

is increased carriers are transferred to the conduction band

by impact ionisation, resulting in a decrease in J3 . After

this drop in resistivity all the carriers are in the conduction

band and the resistivity-electric field curves for different

lattice temperatures converge.

Experimental data for InSb at low temperatures have

(72)
been sucessfully interpreted by Danilychev in 19&5 and

(73)
Miyazawa and Ikoma in 1967 by means of.the existence

of a separate impurity donor band, even in the absence of a

magnetic -field. Later Sandercock in L968 suggested

that this interpretation is open to criticism and worked

out from his experimental measurements for InSb the ratio of
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mobilities ji equaling l/3 , implying that the impurity
band mobility is not smaller than the conduction band mobility.

The agreement with the resistivity drop as the field is increased

entirely breaks down. The argument about the interpretation

of the InSb results has not yet been settled.

However for lead sulphide the energy gap between donor

band and conduction band is so small that the two bands over¬

lap. Talcing the dielectric constant -6 = 190 and the effective

mass, m"* = *kke binding energy is estimated by the

hydrogen atom model to be 0.00004 ev. (for InSb is O.OOO69 ev. )

Hence it is virtually certain that the donor band is merged

with the conduction band if the donor concentration exceeds

15 -3
10 cm . He believe that, unless a very strong magnetic

field is applied, the electrons remain in the conduction

band as free carriers at helium temperatures to produce a

degenerate system even for the purest crystals available in the

present work.

5.2.4 Neutral impurity scattering

At low temperatures many of the impurities in a semi¬

conductor may not be ionised and these will have a different
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scattering' effect on- an electron.

By applying the approximate methods used for the calcula-

(75)tion of the collisions of slow electrons x^ith a hydrogen atonr,-//

the relaxation time t due to neutral impurity scattering is

then given by

20 tr'e :r

, M2 2n ~ £° <5-2"3>n (m ) e

where N is the concentration of neutral impurities.

Thus we see that the Tn is independent of the energy-of
the carrier and also does not vary with the temperature. This

is obviously not the model to explain the energy dependence of

resistivity.

Since the above mentioned scattering mechanisms do not

seem to provide a satisfactory explanation of the experimental

results we must look to other mechanisms.

5.-3 Localised spin scattering

To explain the negative magnetoresistance observed in

n-type Ge a localised spin system was suggested by Toyozawa

in 1962. He predicted the existence of localised spins
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embedded in' the impurity band and located at those impurity sites

which are relatively isolated from other sites.

In 1964 the well known resistance minimum in dilute alloys
(77)

xvas first explained by Hondo ' in terms of localised spin

scattering. He worked out the transition probability for

scattering of the conduction electron by localised spins in

dilute magnetic alloys using the hamiltonian for the s-d exchange
/ nO \

coupling given by Kasuya. ' When this was done in the second

Born approximation a logarithmic temperature dependence of the

resistivity was obtained.

(79)
In 19<57 Tanaka and Katayama used both these ideas

to explain the low temperature behaviour of InSb. We propose

to use a similar approach to discuss the behaviour of T-rarrn electrons

In PbS at low temperatures following the discussion of resistance

minimum and negative magnetoresistance given by Winlayson

et al. ^ <81>

5-4 The summary of Kondo-Toyozawa theory(see Appendix B)

5.4-1 The localized spin system

Consider a semiconductor with random distribution of

impurities and label the impurity sites by subscript n. The

expectation value of the occupation number operator for spin
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up is (ran+) and for spin down is -(ra^ ) which can "be interpreted
as the average number of electrons with spin up or spin down

respectively at the n site. If

<mn+) = p: an3- (mn_> = i (5.4.1)

that means there are equal numbers in spin up and spin down

electrons, hence no net localized spin ; but if

(m ) ~ 1 and (m } ~ 0v n+' v n-

or

(m ^ 1 &nci C m y 0 (5.4-2)n+' n- '

and if the site is sufficiently isolated from neighbouring sites,

there will be a localized spin pointing in the up direction

or down direction respectively appearing at the site n. Further¬

more we assume that the localized orbital is always occupied

by just one electron.

5.4.2 The Hamiltonian

The Hamiltonian of the exchange coupling between the

i"kk conduction electron and the localized spin at n^*1 site is

H = -2 L J (r. - S ) (s. S ) (5.4.3)
ex r—v ^ 1 v 1 ny w '

i,n

where js., r. and S , R are respectively the spin operators1' 1 n' n * 0
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and lattice vectors of the conduction electron and localized

spin. J is a measure of the exchange coupling strength.

Assuming g^>kT? at very low temoerature
a

Ei(k — k' ) RJ(k,k') e - -n .
kk'n

- (V+«J-V)Sn24A.Sn. +: ak'-akA+
4 « *

.••.(5.4.4)
*

where a^+ is interpreted as creation operator for the conduction

electron in the initial state k with energy and spin up;

*

similarly a^. for spin down, a's for destruction operators and

suffice k' for the final state k'.

5.4*3 Transition probability

p cl
To the 2" ' Born approximation, the transition probabi¬

lity per unit time from the initial state "k" to the final

state "k* " is given by

271

•("') - ' 4-4k+ 4
<44.4

q,lc £k ~

(5.4.5)
t

where c.c. denotes complex conjugate and H^, , etc. , the matrix
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element of Hex between the two specified states.

In the first term in the bracket the matrix elements

t t

involved are and H^_, ^ which will be interpreted as the

contribution due to direct transition from state k to k' and

vice versa. It cau be shown that it is independent of the

initial energy of the conduction electrons.

The second term in the bracket represents the second

Born approximation for the transition probability. It will be

found that it involves a factor which has a dependence on the

electron energy.

For the direct transition terms, there are four processes:

(1) Electron with wave number k and up spin(which will be

denoted by | k-£> ) is scattered to the final state k' with up

spin ( |k'+> ).

(2) |k-> ^ | k'->
(3) |k+> >- |k'->
(4) |k_^ H-+>

(3) and (4) processes involve the spin flip down and

spin flip up of the conduction electron during the scattering.

» »

The second term, including IL and H , , can be inter-
icq qk'

preted as a 2—step process. Considering the initial, inter-
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mediate a.nd final states we also have the following four processes;

each process can "be divided into four groups:

(1) |k+>
(a) The electron Ik+b is first scattered to the unoccupied

i — '

state |a' +> and then to jk'+5 .

(b) One of the occupied electrons j cr+\ is first scatteredI '

to j k' +)> and then the electron j k-t^> fills up the state | cr-r> which
is now empty.

(c) In the intermediate states, the sign of the spin may

be changed., The electron j k-A> is scattered to the unoccupied
"fc ll

state J P' , while the z—component of the spin of the n"
impurity which." shall be denoted by j , is increased by unity

(ie. from lM \ to M -f l)) due to the conservation of angularx I n/ I n- /' °
momentum. After that the electron is again scattered to [k'-f^> ,

while the impurity is from [n+i> to II-I \.
In-/ J n?

(d) One of the occupied electrons is scattered to the

state j Ic* -i-\. , while jtl^to J¥l^-i\ . The electron j k+^. then
fills cr—\ ... |M—1\ returns to 111 \~~

/ I n* / U/
3b te that in (c) and (d) , spin flip up or down is

involved during scattering.

(2) | j k* with the similar four groups.

(3) |k+> |k'^>
(a) Electron | k+)> is first changed to j_crs, while the

z-component of the n"n impurity is increased from j3 \ 1 o
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jM^"l\and then jr'—\to k'-^s. , S remaining to "bo I K +1 / .

In-./ I- ns I n :

(b) Ono of tho occupied states j £L~^> is changed to |k'-\ ,
the localised spin S "being unchanged. Then the olectron

n z

|k+N fill up the empty state t while S^z from j lO\, to
M + i\ .

n '

(c) Electron Jk+^> is scattered to the unoccupied state
£*-f^> , of localized spin "being unchanged; and then to the

final state j k'~\ while M \—> M 4f\ „I - / | n/ n-; /

(d) One of the occupied state J £+^> is changed to |k'^>
l\ ; then electron Jk+^ is scattered to thewhile

empty state J a+remaining Jl'N-f 1^> .

(4) k | k' 4y> 1 with the similar four groups.

Note that 8 groups in processes (3) and (4) involve

spin-flip during scattering.

In the calculation of transition probability some

important assumptions must be recalled.

1. The localized spins are randomly oriented and the

correlation between any pair of localized spins can be neglectei

2. The scattering is elastic ie. energy conservation

is taken into account (S^ a S^, ).
3. Tho scattering through intermediate states without

ohange of the spin direction may be regarded of the similar
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nature as the potential scattering and has little dependence

on the initial electron energy Sk a.nd hence will "be neglected.

4. Th'e two processes (d)'s (ie. S of localized spin

first decreases then increases) and (c)'s ( S first increases
nz

and then decreases) do not give the same answer. This is the

"basic dynamical character of the localized spin system.

Then the transition probability can be calculated as

, C rW(k* —) = 2TTJ s(s+1 )^j[1+4Jg(Sj^)J
(5.4.6)

+ ? c r iW(k£ k'+ ) = 47IJ^s(s+l)^r l^JgC^)
(5.4.7)

where g^) =—

and fk, is the Fermi distribution function for the electron
with energy £k,; C is the number of localized spin per atom
which can also be defined as the probability of an atom being

an localised impurity atom. IT is total number of atoms in the

crystal, hence CIT is the total number of localized impurity

atoms.
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5.4«4 The logarithmic temperature dependence of resistivity

With the use of the conventional Boltzmann transport

equation together with the relaxation time approximation we

have

2
12 Jf

S - - 2~ (
_ df. , .

^ 2 k ,3. 1tv Jg- d k ) (5.4.9)

--ZZL v
v kf

W(kt —> k'-) + k«+)- + + ...(5.4.10)

Prom equations (5.4.6), (5»4«7) and CL+Vjg)~~ (l-4jg) ^ ^ .8)
we have,

T- (
Gs(s+l)3:srnJ Y

2SpM
-)" 47s( £,c) (5.4.11)

'We put (5.4.11) into (5«4»9) and calculate

2 ^fk ,3,V d^ a K
12 ;73n

m
• ('3*4'*

df, -

d£^ d k =
£ -S df df

ln
4&p d^d^, d&lcd£l:«

= constj *i~ ln 1 ..••••.....(5.4.13)

If we assume the distribution function

f = S-SP
ICT

e +1

(5.4.14)
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"then equation (5»4»9) becomes

3zJ

j>~cfM ( 1 + -g- m t )

■~a - b In T (5.4.15)

where a = cJ>jt

fM
2

3jfmJ s(s+l) z

2e^ liS-p n ,
••••••••••••

■(5.4.17)

and z. = number of conduction electrons per atom=n/N ,=n/(|)
IT = number of atom per unit volume

n = number of conduction electrons per unit volume

= carrier concentration.

The above mentioned theory is based on the ideas of

Toyozawa and Kondo;^^ (77) SQ WQ oaq-]_ „ TCon&o—

Toyozawa theory

5.4.5 Tbe theory applied to the hot electron problem

In the hot electron problem the conduction electrons

travel along the sample with their energy chara.cterised by

electron temperature which is higher than lattice tempera¬

ture T. At low. temperature, if the energy is not too high
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.the conduction electrons are supposed to be scattered by

these localized spins. The calculation of the effect of this

scattering on the electrical resistivity is similar to the

preceding section (5»^.^)« Only instead of using equation

(5.^.14) we use the modified Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution

function

£-SjP (5«^.l8)
KT

e e + 1

then finally we have

C ft, ( 1 + - In T )P -hi C ft c 1 +
ft ft '-i e

A -B In Tg (5.^.19)

Since the electron temperature T is a function oj
e

we can rev/rite (5.^.19) in the form

J c^C-DlnE (5.^.20)

where A,B,G and D are positive constants.
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5.5 negative magnetoresistance and the logarithmic

temperature dependence of the resistivity

A. negative magnetoresistance and a logarithmic temperature

dependence of the resistivity have been observed in a number of

semiconductors at low temperatures. These measurements have

most readily been explained by localised spin scattering in terms

of the above mentioned Kondo-Toyozawa theory.

In our fast pulse technique we observe these tiro pheno¬

mena in the low electric field region. Prom the experimental

result shown in section (5.1.1) we plot the curve A.p/j> against
2

H at low-pulsed field in Figure 5«I4« A negative magnetoresis-
2

tance is shown below 65(K-ga.uss) and a positive one at the higher

magnetic fields. It is supposed to be the resultant of the normal

2
positive contribution proportional to H and a negative contri¬

bution which tends to saturate at higher magnetic fields in the

manner discussed by Finlayson and Mathewson. The negative

magnetoresistance can be understood as follows. At sufficiently

low temperatures a fraction of the impurity electrons exists as

magnetic states at somewhat isolated sites. The spin, randomly

orientated in zero magnetic field, become more ordered when a

field is applied. Their scattering efficiency is thereby de¬

creased due to the magnetic freeze-out of the spin-flip scattering

( this will be discussed in section 5.8) and a decrease in
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resistance is observed.

The temperature dependence of resistivity is plotted in Fig.5-15

for the sample k8 at very lov: electric field and zero magnetic field. A

res-s c an minimun io o o.ain c d a ^ .no *\.o nao . ompora our e j a dou .

30deg.K for sample hS » The negative resistivity gradient can

be easily proved to be the logarithmic temperature dependence.

In Figure 5«lo the resistivity below the minimum is plotted

against I11T. A straight line is obtained over a range of

temperature and can be fitted to the expression

j5 = a — binf (5.5.1)
4

This can be understood as the conduction electrons

undergo the same localised spin scattering; they tend to spin-flip

as they approa.ch the localised spins. At low temperature more

spin—flip means more scattering which in turn implies higher

resistance. When temperature increases spin-flip scattering

is expected to decrease due to thermal agitation. It gives rise

to a decrease in resistivity.(also see section 5«S)«
i

Experimentally we get from Figure 5-18

a = 0.2c2 ohm-cm

b = 0.058 ohm—cm/ln°X

For sampleX8 n = %5^-xl0 ^ per cm it satisfies the
(3?)

empirical formula w/ pretty well
_2 L -5 0

a«rn ' ; b «cn * (5-5.2)
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is not primarily part of the present work. However Figs.5.15

A logarithmic temperature dependence of resistivity is

readily explained by localised spin scattering in terms of Hondo

theory similar to that in dilute ma.gnetic alloys. As pointed

out by Iiondo, this scattering depends strongly on the energy

of the conduction electrons because of the dynamical character

of the localised spin system. It seems more precise to empha¬

size the electrons' own energy, characterised by electron tem¬

perature T^, rather than the lattice temperature T in order to
study the nature of this mechanism. We suggest that the hot

electrons will undergo the same scattering mechanism and give

the electron temperature dependence of resistivity similar to

that given in section (5«4»5) theoretically. Therefore in

and 5.16 roughly show that our results are consistent with the

earlier measurements.

5.6 Hot electron Hondo-behaviour

p.6.1 The logarithmic electric field dependence of resistivityr

summary,

(l) For the thermal equilibrium

y~ a — b In T (5.6.1)

(2) For the hot electron case

f~ A - B In TJ e

Electron temperature arises from an external field

J3 ~ C - I) In E (5.6.3)
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where a, b, A, B, C and D are positive constants.

This logarithmic field dependence of resistivity is

observed in the present experiment and has been shown in Figures

5-1, 5.2, ....5.6 and etc. The very close correlation between

the In T dependence and In Tg dependence of resistivity power¬

fully confirms that the latter arises from the same scattering

mechanism. The observation of a substantial linear portion in

Figure 5«6 for each carrier concentration as mentioned before

in the section (5.1.1) therefore indicates a Kondo type explana¬

tion. It can be also understood that the localised spin

scattering efficiency is decreased due to the thermal agitation

(see section 5.8) when the electron is hotter and therefore a

decrease in resistance is observed.

5.6.2 The variation of slope D with concentration n

The dependence of the negative magnetoresistance effect

on carrier concentration n and the dependence of the resis-
/p-| \

tivity minimum on n is somewhat similar to the dependence

of the slope of the linear part in j3—In E curve on n. At the

same lattice temperature the effect of negative magnetoresis-

tance and resistivity minimum depth was strongest for the sample

with the lowest carrier concentration under investigation. The

effect decreased as carrier concentration increased, and for
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17 1
carrier concentrations greater than about 5^10 per cm the

negative magnetoresistance effect and the resistivity minimum

were not observed. One can easily associate these facts with the

variation of slopes in our case. The sample with the lowest

concentration gives the greatest gradient, (d_f/d In E) , and
17 3

the gradient tends to be zero as n goes to 5^10 per cm .

It i-ras also shown experimentally that the negative

magnetoresistance effect was temperature dependent. The effect

tended to be weaker as temperature increased and disappeared

at a temperature between 30°K and 40°K for samples with low

concentration (ie. n-10^ per cm"1); while the Kondo temperature

in the minimum resistivity measurements happened in the similar

temperature range. This may be associated with the change of

slope in the resistivity—In E curves (see Figure 5*6 and etc.)

which suggests a hot electron Kondo-temperature in the region

of E = 20 volt/cm to 40 volt/cm.

In Figure 5*17 we plot In n against ln(dj>/d In E) in

order to work out the variation of D with n because

J3 - C - D In E

dp
D = - vyr —\ (5*6.4)d(ln EJ

and found that it was reasonably good fit to a straight line.
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If v.-e assume, for zero magnetic field

I ^v*' n • ..(5*6.5)

then In D = y In n (5.6.6)

and therefore empirically for hot electron case we have
Q O

D^n " (5.6.7)

5.6.3 An estimate of the concentration of localised spins

In fact, the concentration of localised spin should he

involved in the ahove discussion. To study the problem more

quantitatively we now estimate the concentration of localised

spin for six different samples. From soction (5«4) wo have

2>z J
3 * Of -g—k b_,

. , , CxSJpaifxj J |^s( s+l)z^x3
•

t 2e^ 1a 8-, n

1x2
2

where 8p = tjjj—(3 J| n)^ ev

For PbS, a F.G.C. crystal we have

Volume of unit cell = L^/4
-3

L, lattice constant = 5.9*10 c:n

N => the total number of atoms in the crystal

= the total number of unit cell

= the total volume/volume of unit cell

- 4V/L3
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z = number of conduction electron per atom

= n ~ = n | = nx(5.9x10"8)^
n = carrier concentration

D = the slope in Figure 5»6 which can "be calculated

experimentally.

We also assume s = 5/2
and J = 5xl0—^ ev

J here is considered as a constant since we understand

that the coupling strength should "be the same once the localised

spin scattering happens even for samples with different concen¬

trations.

Then Sj, and C can he computed and C is also justified
(79)

in the manner discussed by Tanaka. v ' The results are listed

in Table 5»1«

This gives a reasonably good explanation of the fact

that the number of localised spins decreases with increas_

ing carrier concentration as the effect of localised spin scat¬

tering gets less pronounced.
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Y24

7.49xl015

I.l7xl0'1

1.19xlO~5

7.6xl014

K4

9.25xl015

0.625xl0"1
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6.4xl01if
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9.5Aocl015

0.6l8xl0^

1.37xl0"3

S.LxlO12*'
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1.43xl0"3

5.7xl01Zf

G'2,3

I,l5xl016

0.363x10"1

1.55xlO-3

5.0xl01/+

K1

1.47x10

0.06x10~1

1.82xlO"3

2.5xl014
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p.?- '2he variation, of the slope 2 with magnetic field H

so ear we r.o"chat one coeiiicicnt D, tae siopc 01 oar

p/via 2 plots, possesses an important physical meaning- It
«P

represents the change of resistivity with field; that means

the change of efficiency of localised spin scattering with

field. Prom the above discussion (see also fable p.l) we can

see that greater localised spin concentration gives greater

change in scattering as the external field is varied.

now ii an external magnetic xiela h is appnea tne

change of efficiency of localised spin scattering is expected

to be higher since the "freezing-out" of localised spins is

probably involved in the presence of magnetic fields due to the

exclusion principle.

Vie plot In D against In H in Figure p. 18 in ordei

to show the relationship between (do) / d(ln 2) and H. Vie
i J

note that (dj>) / d(ln 2) is somewhat independent of K at
k

low II and that at fields of the order of 10 gauss a sharp

increase in slope is observed. Although straight linos have

been drawn through the experimental points it may be that
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smooth curves are more appropriate.

i
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5.8 The Consideration of the degeneracy of the system

In the preceding sections we have mentioned that the

negative magnetoresistance and logarithmic temperature (ie.

either electron temperature for hot electron case or lattice

temperature for the thermal equilibrium case) dependence of

resistivity are due to the spin-flip scattering. It is,

in fact, only valid for degenerate semiconductors. When

the degeneracy of the system is released the efficiency of

this kind of scattering is reduced.
<1

From the theory of semiconductors we know that

generally the Fermi level is located at least a few kT

below the bottom of the conduction band. It means that the

electron gas is nondegenerate. I-Iowever we understand that for

our case the Fermi level may enter the conduction band at

low temperature. Thus, the electron gas in the conduction

band is, in fact, degenerate. The conditions favourable

for this situation are (1) small ionization energy (2) small

effective mass as mentioned before. Therefore the Fermi

level varies with electron temperature. As the temperature

is increased, the Fermi level moves down and then leaves the

conduction band. This means that the degeneracy of the

system is removed. Once the system becomes nondegenerate
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the temperature dependence of spin-flip scattering vanishes.

In fact, in this Kondo-type behaviour tv/o-step-transitions

are involved and a simplified picture is not easy to obtain.

In the negative magnetoresistance case we know that

it is caused by the freezing out of spin-flip scattering

due to the aligning of the impurity spins by the magnetic

field.^ Let us consider the following spin-flip scattering

process: initial state of an electron of momentum k^ , spin
down, and impurity with spin component K , going into thes

final state of an electron of k~ , spin up and impurity spin of

component V. -1 . In a simple case, energy conservation givess

j k_jJ = k^ j , so for electrons initially within kT of the
Fermi surface which contribute to the resistivity, the final-

state spin-up electron therefore has an energy belov; the

Fermi energy if the external magnetic field is at "up"

direction. This scattering process is forbidden by the

Pauli exclusion principle because below the Fermi level

states are supposed to be filled up. Since the field tends

to align the impurity spins along the " up " direction,

more of the spin flip processes are of this forbidden

electron—spin—down into electron—spin—up type
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than of the electron-spin-up into electron-spin-down type allowed

by the exclusion principle. Therefore the total contribution of

the spin-flip scattering amplitudes to the resistivity is reduced.

5.9 i'he effects due to a magnetic field

5.9*4 The cooling effect

Prom magnetoresistivity measurements (see Pigures 5«i »

5.2, 5*3 and 5*4) it is found that when higher transverse magnetic

fields are applied then higher electric fields are required before

the decrease in resistivity begins to appear.

Por instance, for sample K4 at 4.2 deg.K we have

H: E :

37*1 K-gauss S 2.8 Volt/cm

31.5 " 2.51 "

18.6 " 2.25 "

9.3 " 1.82 ' "

0 " 1.62 "

where H is the magnetic field intensity and Eg is the field for
a 5% decrease in resistivity.

The plot of E against H is shown in Figure 5*21.
s

The effeot of the magnetic field in this case is easily

understood. Because of the curvature of the path of the electrons
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"by the Lorontz force, the rate at which they gain energy from the

electric field is decreased in the presence of the magnetic field.

Thus, the effect of a magnetic field is to cool the hot eleotron

gas.

The power of this cooling effeot can "be estimated from

the slope of the Figure 5-21 which gives

^ ~ volt/cmPower » 0.0324 ~Tr—K-gauss

5»9-2 Effects of instability

The not-yet—understood instabilities of various kinds

have not been found in our experiments for lead sulphide even

with a magnetic field up to 37 K-gauss or an electric field to

the order of magnitude of 10"^ volt, cm . The only reason we

oan give is that the repetition frequency of pulse used in our

bridge method is too low (lOOcps) to ignite the instability effeot.

5.9-3 Effects on the Hall coefficient

We have mentioned before that when the magnetic field is

low the Hall coefficient shows a little variation with field, E;

it tells us that the elootron oonoontration koeps oontant as the

field gooc higher. However tho Hall coefficient, R, may bo

written as
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where fp is the Hall coefficient factor of order of unity. Its

exact value depends on the magnetic field intensity, the detail

of scattering mechanism and the energy hand structure.

The nature of the dependence of rp on magnetic field is

determined by the dimensionless product of the mobility and the

magnetio field intensity. This suggests why the Hall coefficient

would change at high electric field even though electron concen¬

tration doos not alter as shown in Figures 5*12 and 5.13. The

change in the distribution function itself and changes in the

relative importance of different scattering mechanisms would

both affect R, because of the heating of electrons. For low
.

magnetic field region ie. jul is small, and therefore R are
independent of H while in the limit of large value of ^iH , Or^l
independent of the scattering mechanism and band structure.

Figure 5*13 shows the plot of Hall coefficient against

electric field for sample K4 at helium temperatures. At lower

magnetic fields, the Hall coefficient decreases with increasing

electrio field; while at the higher magnetic fields R is observed .

to increase with field. This behaviour can be understood by the

consideration of juH dependence of t. At low electrio fields the

considerable increase of R with decreasing H indicates that the

produot is small and hence t is bigger than unity; while at
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the higher magnetic fields ull at low oloctric fiolda is quite

large so that the value oft is oloso to unity. As tho olootrio

field increases, ji increases for Kondo type scattering, the jxE
produot is substantial, and the Hall coefficients move toward

each other.

Moreover, for a many-valley semiconductor, lead sulphide,

there are possibilities for additional effects because different

heating of electrons in different valleys would affect the Hall

coefficient.

5.10 The anisotropy of magnetoresistivity

The experimental results of anisotropy of magnetoresis-

tance of lead sulphide at helium temperatures were revealed in

the present work as shown in Figure 5«10. The quantity

was plotted against In E for sample K4 at two magnetic fields and

two temperatures. It is seen that the anisotropy vanishes at

high eleotrio fields. The nature of this phenomenon is studied

as follows:

5.10.1 General considerations

The general idea for the transverse magnetoresistance of

a semiconductor sample is based on tho fact that inside the sample

the Lorentz deflection of faster eleotrons (with longer T than

the averagbtf wins over the built—in Hall field. This oauses a
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reverse current and so the total apparent current is reducod.

For a longitudinal case this idea is no longer applicable.

We assume that the electrons are moving in spirals along the mag¬

netic field dircotion in the sample. However the dotormination

of magnetic anisotropy of resistance ie. the comparison of these

two kinds of motion seems quite difficult even qualitatively.

5.10.2 Many-valley model

Foijj^a many-valley semiconductor, ie. its band edge (or

minimum) is not at the centre but is at a number of equivalent

points in the Brillouin zone. To a good approximation the sur¬

faces of constant energy can be considered as ellipsoids with

an axis of revolution which has rotational symmetry. Electrons

ivith k vector parallel to the rotational axis of the spheroid

have larger masses than that with k vectors perpendicular to the

rotational axis. However, the population of electrons is still

divided equally among the various valleys. If external electrio

field is applied the electrons with larger masses will make a

small contribution to the current flow than the lighter ones.

If the field is increased the lighter electrons gain more energy

and get hotter. There is a tendency, therefore, for eleotrons in

tho hotter valleys to move into the oooler ones so that the oooler

valleys gain in population.
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If a directional magnetic field is applied in the same

time to the sample the magnetic effect will give different

influences to the hotter and cooler carrier flows. A magnetio

anisotropy would he enhanced. When the electric field is high

enough so that all valleys have high enough temperatures,

transitions from the cool valleys to the hotter ones will occur

in increasing numhor, tending to equalizo the populations and

tompcraturos'of different valloys. Thon tho anisotropy deoreases.

5.10.3 The model of spin-orhit interaction

When the conduction electrons encounter the looalised

spins, apart from the above discussed spin-spin exchange coupling,—■—

one should see the spin-orhit interaction coupling between the

conduction electrons and the localised spins. We suggest that

in the vicinity of the localised impurity sites the electrons are

supposed to he in the outer orbits (ie., 6p—orbits for Pb impurity

in PbS, which are similar to the unpaired a-orbits for ferromagnetics)

and hence have certain amount of angular momentum. This becomes

essentially % spin-orbit interaction coupling. The Hamiltonian

(88)is given as x '

e

k,k',n
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where L is the operator of ohital angular momentum of electrons in

the localised sites(see section 5«4 for the other symbols).

This part of Kamiltonian obviously will give an additional

resistivity.^. to the resistivity measurements. We may writemt

as follows

H» _ = H + H. .

total ex nit

. . , J'total "Sex +_Pint and

(5.10.2)

Then in the case of anisotropy of magnetoresistanoe we have

Ay =j> - P
Li

^
° J^total ~ J'total
■ * [fint -jint> (5*10.3)

The first term equals zero since p (it has been discussed inJ GX

section 5*6) does not depend on the direotion of the magnetio

field and hence the anisotropy of magnetoresistanoe tells us

only the information of the interaction coupling.

However different theories were given for thisAj>—effect.
The quantum theory wa.s firstly given by Vonsovskii and Rodionov^^^^
in terms of the s-d model. As a consequence of this interaction

coupling the effeotivo mass of s-eleotrons is anisotropic which
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explains the resistivity anisotropy. It was a.lso shown that the

^j>-effect is proportional to the square of magnetic field. Smith
(9l)(92)(93)et alw /w /w 'later suggested that as a consequence of the

mixing of parallel and antiparallel unpaired-states due to the

perturbation of this spin-orbit interaction coupling, the transi¬

tion probability for electrons moving in the direction of magneti¬

zation is different from that in the perpendicular direction.

This gives also a ma.gnetoresistivity anisotropy. In 19^7 Vu Dinh

Ky calculated the Aj'-offeot by using the Hamiltonian
and showed that the temperature dependences of magnetoresistance

anisotropy due to a spin-orbit interaction coupling and of the

resistivity J>cx due to the exchange coupling resemble eaoh other
but j>ex is much bigger than I*18 Is weakening.
as the localised spin scattering mechanism is vanishing when the

temperature or the oleotron energy is going up.

From (5.10.1) for ETM model wo then have

~J'V' Te - TQln Te + f cL' T^
B'sr'T - B' T In T (5.10.4)

^ v 6 * 0 0

■X- O
since d! (m ) is very small for lead sulphide compared to the

other two terms in warm electron region.

In term3 of external electrio field, approximately we

have
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k /* r> r*,* T"> o t.i f ... *rn

A.y r- ^ ~ ft ^ ^
Therefore when external field is not too high we have

AP
g rp _ ft In S

j J J

where J? and -T are field-independent constants.

Figure 5*22 shews that when 13 increases the effect of

a-nisotropy of magnetoresistance dies off. This can he understood

in the light of our localised spin scattering model "because when

electron temperature goes higher spin system becomes less localised

and this scattering mechanism is no longer valid and hence the

anisotropic effect is vanishing.

Ac. a conclusion the interpretation for magnetic anisotropy

of resistivity is not certain. The explanation of magnetic field

effect to the hotter and cooler carriers in terms of many-valley

model is.vague. We are in favour of the~model of spin-orbit

interaction which was originally suggested for ferromagnetics.
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CONCLUSION

Using fast pulse techniques the resistivity.,Hall effect

and magnetoresistance of PbS have been measured in electric

3 -1
fields up to 10 volt cm and in magnetic fields up to 37

K-gauss with a view to determining the main scattering mechan¬

isms at 77° K and in the helium temperature range. At 77^K,
apart from a shallow minimum at low fields, the resistivity

increases with electric field confirming phonon scattering at

this temperature. The comparison of experiment and theory shown,

in Fig. t+.k provides strong evidence of a substantial contribu¬

tion from polar optical phonons. This evidence, produced at

a fixed lattice temperature,cannot be explained away in termi of

a temperature dependent effective mass which, as mentioned in

the introduction, has been used to explain the temperature

dependence of mobility without considering optical phonon

scattering. It can therefore be claimed beyond any reasonable

doubt that optical phonons play a substantial part in scattering

electrons at 77<~>K and thus presumably at higher temperatures.

i

In contrast to the increase in resistance with electric

field at 77^K a decrease is found at low temperatures so it is

at once clear that phonon scattering is no longer predominant.

Neutral impurity scattering can be ruled out since it is inde¬

pendent of electron energy. Ionised impurity scattering should

give a decrease in resistance as the electric field increases

but we would expect the effect to increase with the electron



density. In fact the change in resistivity decreases with the

increase- of electron density, the resistivity becoming virtually
*] n "T

constant with electric field for a concentration of 5x10 cm

Ionised impurity scattering can therefore also be ruled out,

in agreement with evidence from several kinds of measurement.

However going over the same concentration range from
17 l6 "7

about 5x10 to <10 cm J it has been found that both the

resistance minimum arid negative magnetoresistance increase in

value. To explain this, scattering by localised spins has been

suggested with the especial advantage that a tentative theory by

Toyozawa predicts just such a change in effect with impurity

concentration. The application of the theory to negative

magnetoresistance and resistance minimum is similar to that
(79)

used by Kondo for dilute alloys. It has been adapted by Tanaka

for semiconductors and following his method of calculation we

do indeed find a decrease in localised spin concentration as^

the electron density increases.(table 5*1)

We suggest therefore that, for samples of PbS in the
1016 101? cm ^ range, scattering by localised spins is

responsible for the observed behaviour at liquid helium temper¬

atures.

At low electric fields the resistance is independent

of fe\ld as is to be expected since the electrons remain at the

lattice temperature. At very high fields the resistance is again

approximately independent of field since by then the degeneracy

which is essential for Kondo type behaviour has been largely

removed. In the intermediate range the experimental results,



when plotted on a —InS graph, give straight line portions similar

to those obtained from J7—InT graphs carried out at constant
field.

The change in resistivity with electric field is found

to increase with magnetic field,rather slowly at first but much

k
more rapidly for fields greater than 10 gauss.

'The magnetoresistance anisotropy decreases as the elec¬

tric field increases and effectively vanishes at high electric

field. .
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APPENDIX A

ii-L •
Effect of screening by the electrons on the relaxation time

The field generated by polar vibrations can be screened by the

electrons which modifies the matrix element of the electron-phonon

interaction. The effects are:

(1) renormalization of the effective charge

(2) modification of the frequency of the longitudinal optical phonon.

The effective charge is given as

„32 />-1 e-l\
p Ma wj (€~ ~ % )

(e*) = — (All)
27T 1 +

(lrJ'

The frequency of the longitudinal optical phonons becomes

2 2
1 +

1
0o

1 -t

( 1 r ) ' yS S

= W!L
1+

3^

(A12)

. , for PbS ■& »& )
0 00

where u)^ is the freruencj'' in the absence of screening and the screening radius
is defined as

1 25//2e2 (m*)^2 (K T)'-1d 0

tt V -e
CD

and where is t ne density-of-states effective mass near band edge.
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co V T1 1- rp

H <-f> <* ♦ ~r *2>*J° s s

By considering (All) and (A12), we obtain the following factor in the

expression for l/-p
1 P

ie. — ©e ( 1 - & ln(l - 1/5) ) S = (2kr )
e s

( The symbolic system and etc. throughout" this appendix are referred

to the preceding chapters and the corresponding references.)

(62) (94) (95)A2. Influence of nonparabolicity of the relaxation time

We consider electron wave function

ik. r

^ = \t(x) e (A21)

The nonparabolicity of the band is related to the k dependence

of the periodic part of the Bloch function by the k.£-perturbation

theory in which the conduction band is described by s-like functions,

u and Tu and their valence band, by p-like functions u and.' -Tu
c c J 1 v v

(where T is the time reversal operator.)

Then the periodic parts are:

fy k ?*-
V = a (u= * ITS uv + ^ '

OO

p . k p • k
u. — a (Tu + 7—x- u t ~ " " Tu )c £ p-G v b +6 v
ii. C o

where (l) a'" — (S +£)/(£ +2&)



[ Pp = \ U P Tu. d r2 m ) c v —
o J —

/p is momentum operator.

(3) the relationship between energy and k is governed by the following

approximation:

s +

4 2, 2n k

2m

E ( £ + e
s

2 2
) — (a real number) x k^

If £ = S ?i£±£. = i£ anc^ » 2, we obtain the following

factors in the expression of l/-^

X

2S

(1 v -V
and

2£(g^ 4 £)
1 - 7 S rv(e 4 2s)2

For the first term we know that

2s«- i-2. 2
_ £ h k
£ + c = 0 *£ 2m

P*

k = ff (£ ♦ £
n g

and

2 £

1 1_ ^

. . , X v

, 26-, / / S vA(a ♦ r) / (1 )•

The second term is a correction which is due to the fact that

the electron wave functions in a solid have the form of (A2l).
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From A1 and A2 we have

T (1 * f)*
l-{> ln(l-f) -•

,2£(£ +£)

(S_+2£)'
l-2b+2i> m(i+|) }

where T0is the mean free time without considering the nonparabolicity

and the screening effect.

A3. The calculation of the hot electron temperature where the

resistivity minimum occurs.

Let y = •

f 1 2S(£^£)
la(l4 }} ~(£ +2S)2 {i-2b,2i,2 m(n£)}

2£(£ +S)
_a

{V2£)'
if £

This is true because ,for instance, experiment is carried out at nitrogen
o w

temperature and electron temperature is about 200 K and we have

£ — i" xT — x 1.36 xlO erg deg 200°K
2 e 2

~ x 1.36 x2 xlO ^ erg

£ ~ 3x10 "'"ev
Z

2.5x10 ^ ev

y » [l-fe ln(lvj)] 4 [l-2^2b2 ln(l^j )
=. 4-b ln(lt-j ) v b-S2 ln(ln^ )
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'

|| = -intWi)- (TTv-) • Wm/o) -fe2 (TTI4)

* -i*<Wo ) - (1 A/i )fa * W W " ^ > *(17175)

= l-ln(l+-l/b). (2b+l) +-(37-3^-) (l/b + 1)

= 2-ln(l4-l/6)(2^l)

If dy/db = 0 ie.. ln(l»-l/b) = 2/(2b + l)

l/b-l/2(l/t,2) + (l/3)(l/b?) - (l/4)(l/b4) — ^

2b2 - 2h - 3 = 0

*> - 14^
and V, S — C T2

s e

.*. , we have
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(32)
APPENDIX B

(The symbolic system and etc. are referred to the preceding

chapters and the corresponding references.)

31. The hamiltonian of spin-spin interaction

Hint(£^)= <f>*(£,$)V( r)<i>(r,$)
v(z) = —n

n

J3.S = JS 3 -hS S +£ S j
n x nx y ny s nz

Therefore the total hamiltonia.n

Hint" £ • ~ t °*(r,?)g£&(£-Rn)£.Sn 4>(r.f)
■e J "s ^ n

ik.r

*.*, (j)(r) = II p/" ®k sk, s (J —

. -ik'r „ r- ik.r

Hint"El E « £ T1.S— v1^'
? n

int ^ ^ ^~s, v -o - - - ks jv

g V~ \ ' i(k-k')R *

V IT ^Ts',^6 ^s'(^)-'^n°is^)a k'_s' aks
E, s

Then we introduce

<*+w - <%(?) - *(?)

<<_(■§) - <u«> -

a
+ = "V- ® - = "k^kT k

-x- *
a = a, 1 a = s~ t

k+ k"
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s,s'
°L,(^) ('°3CSnx-!-PySny+j0z°nz^ ^s^ ^'s'^cs

,s' ,S
(:l) + (2) + (3)

*/ (i) = i d , p . 3 d a, , f a, =*
, ' L—r-~s,rx nx s x's' kss,s',§ s,s',s

V
- jL

S , S » &
d ,0 oL S a, , .a,s' x s nx ic'sT i:s

■X* "X* *X*
of, (4oL )3 a a + d (-pt-ol. )3 a a + of, (-ioL )S a a

" ** k,+ k+ - + nx >t- v- +v- +J nx vt+ t-
5

*

+ oL (£d. )S a' a
nx

k* k

k» k k* k

1 * i *
-:;-S a a + -9-S a a
^

nx , nx . ,- , +k' lc k' k
"by the orthogonormality of the

spin function.

Similarly,

s, s

(2)=/ of , p d. S a,, , a.v 1 1—-r-~ s"y s ny~kf s' k
* *

'
r 5 S'S'

= -p-S a a + >-S a a
^k'-k- ^k'-k+

!r s'

„y.

(3) = >-S a a - -S-S a a" nZ k'+ k+ " nZ k'" k"

^ [(l)+(2)+(3) ] = # (a' a -a a )S +a a _s +a a s j* * ' j k'+k+ k» k nZ k' k n k« kn n+J

1 IT
If we let J = -|-g — so finally,

j i(k-k')K—(£) 4r-i o ^H,=Hint=-^)nldc.
* * \ * * n

(a a —a a )S -f-a a S +a a S
■ k'+ k+ lc«~ k~ nz k' k~ n~ k' ~ k1"
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H*= -(f) | (I) + (II) + (III) + (IV)

B2. Calculation of matrix elements and transition probability

in the first order Born approximation

For the process I (see section 5«4*3).

|fc+,Mn>to |k-+,Mn>
Matrix elements

y~ hTC+S ,e,+M ~ -(j/!0 r/—. — n — n n
n

(I) + (II) + (III) + (IV)

i(k-k» )R_ , . * . \

(1) £ e - "" < k+, dt:n[ ^ + v S52| £. , jMn)
V i (k'-k')R^Z_ e /s »JMn
k

i(^'-^)£n
= e M

*-
a M 0,jM.

k<
+ ni n

n

, S.
nz

k,+, jM \ = M 5,+, jM \ for n=n— 7 ° n/ n— 7 0 n /

= 0 for nyh

a M
k+ n

k'+, jM \ = M— 7 ° n/ n

« 0

0, jl- V
for Tc7 =k

for k7 ^ k

a M
k'.+ n

0, jM > = M7 ° n/ n
k'+, jM.

n,

and by the orthonormal property of eigenfunction ie.,

n - 7 a*Mp/= 1 k = k'
= 0 for k 5/ k'
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(II) - - L_ e
kk'h

V- ite-fe* )Sh /_+
i£ > JMn

*
3. 3* S

i nzk' k
k, + , OM.

n ) = 0

(hi) = 21 i(k-k')R_ ,\
n /- +

klc* n <* » J'Mn
-x

a a S
k' k" n"

k' + , jMn ) =,0

(IV) = e
kk'n

KJHsMSa /_+
' 3,5n a a S

,

k*~ k+ n+
V*, jM.

■L
k'

i(k'-k' )R
l(j-Mn)(d+Mn+1) ^k+, jl>ln

n

a jo, jM > = 0
kt-' n/

r.+
^n+1 —*' J«n) -/ (0-Mn)(d+Mn+l) k, + , j(H+l

So H
+ = -(J/N)2_ e

Tc , Ic' n

i(k'-"k)R
—n

M
n

Similarly, H = -(J/n)}
k' , k n'

i(k-S')R
M
n'

t t

Hence, H . t H , ,

k ,k' + k'Tk4

•(J/N)2 L (J/-")
n=n' n=vn'

i(k-k*)(R —R )/ \-_jj —JJ/
M M ,

n n'

= (J/N)2 i j(i+i)cN
00 n v* "■ 1 ^

the 2n°" term is very small and Z_ M - -3- j(j+l)CN

* * localized spins are randomly oriented.
• »

Transition probability = w(k-*k' )=2^/ti i>(&£._Si>t )
= 2V/k ( J/N ) %j ( ,1+1) CIT£(£r-&r , )

t t

H
, EL. + / ( H_ H r , Ikk k,'R q=k Ecr ok'

+ c.c.y(£1,-sci)
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Calculations for all the others in the first Born approximation

can he obtained similarly.

B3. Calculation of Matrix elements and transition probability

due to the second order Born approximation

For example,we consider process 1 group c in section 5«4»3

ie., k+) ^|cf)
J,«n) |i,(Hn+D) |3,Mn>

The matrix element:

i » »

H H H ■

K+,Mn;a (Mn+1) cf(Mn+1);£»'\ K* n

= -(J/U)3e ' Mn( j+H+l)(j-Mn)

= -(J/N)3 Mn(j-Hn)(j+Mn+1)

• • TT* Ua-£)IL
•• Vti +1) *-(J/N)e

— n'— x n '

H_ =—(J/n) e "n' (j+Mn+l)(j-Mn)
i(S'-a;)R ,

£L~(I'^n+1)' —' n

i(K-5')Rn„
H

_ - -(J/N) e M
lc' M ;E M
— n — n

Transition probability:
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.Transition probability:

2Jr/£ T_ [h H H +C.C
- - cm I £+M cr (I'l +l) af"(M +!),£' M £' M k+M-x _ n -j. \ n / _ \ n n — n — n

- 2(2«/l) fc(SE.-Sg,)(-j/S)3^ M (j-M )(j+K +l)r(l-f°) / _g
— — n cr — / i1 a)

the factor 2 comes from the c.c. terms.

nci.
All the other 2 order approximation terms will follow the similar

calculations.

B4. Calculation for the temperature dependence of resistivity-

Relaxation time of the scattering is given by

TL = J w(ky —+ k'—) -5* w(k-^ ■—> k' *)
Tk k«

= 6^J2s(s+1 ) C/3MI J1+4Jg( SjJ j^ ^(SjC-Sjc, )
= 67TJ2s(s+l)c/3hN0 [ l+4Jg( y] ^

Oo

2

'0
« 4V(2n)3 1 k|^(k2-k'2)| k'2dk'

Oo

(•••. $1 !>(«■) »(^2 \ =0

^ \ t>(k2-kf2)k* 2dk» ...
2J1 h Jo ( . , cj(Ax)=1//^ o(x) for\>0)

Oo

2, 2.=m/ji h 2kJo S(k-k') +6(k+kT) k'2dk'

=mk2/2 712h2k = mk/27i2h2
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• J

(
. , 4>(a2-x2) = ~~ &(a-x)+b(a+x) for a > 0 ^

C*>

and • • 1 k'2 Kk-k')^1 - k2 .

oo

k' 2 &(k+k') dk'= I k' 2& k'-(-k) dk* = 0
"o o

Then

1
_ J2s(s+1)C mk

K N A2
o

1+4^(^)1

„ riailc [l+4Jg(y}
^

. , z=n/lTQ ; n=(2m)3/2 Sf 3 Ji2h3 = § 2TT2
ralc/No7T2h2 =(2m/iy<;V)(k^/2^)= 3n/2NQSp =3z/2Sp )

2T2w, 2/„ 2>

as kT =-lc )

Resistivity

P 1= 3-2IT3J=cr~ e2
T 2 dfkVk —-

d3lc
J

~ ~ d&

Cf.,12 Jf n
in

L-4Jg( SjJ v.
_2 dfk ,3
- d8,

d k

(.
' ' Tk =

'3^2J s(s+l)C
2Sj3x

-1

(l+4Jg(Sk))
-1

cfir,
e2zm 1

mV (l-4Jg(6k))

cJh
e2n ^

-1

m
( ))

p _ 37fmJ s(s+l) V
J M ~ _ 2+.p TT2e hSp R
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8m3Vei? 4m3VSl!,
llTi6 JT Kh67T

In
~i^k'

i^c +J^.

df° df°
d£k dSk, d£k dSk«

and * the integral

In

S - £
k k*

In

£k+£lct+2JSk£k'

4£P

df° df°
d£k d£k» ^ d^-

df° df° .e ,c

d£k cLE^t

- In <\ d2k' -f(ln4|sp| = i-j>a4f, df°
k d£k»

and * * f=
• 1

£-£
5-Sr ; le-t X- KTJ ; KT^dx =d£ ; F(x)»

e
KTi + 1

x ,

e + 1

c-o

. . , ol= J ln|(x-x')KTe
dF(x) dF( x' )

dx dx'
dx dx'

KT

s 00
f

ISp
L KT

In |x-x' | «* cbt'1 I dx dx'
4InKT

Co

r

dP(x) dp(x' )._
dx dx'

e

.Sl
KT

If £_"» KT
P e

oL In x-x
. dP(x) dP(x' ) ,_» __i L —-A--—fix'

dx dx' (lnTa+lnK)\[ d^f-}dx dx'

temperature independent term In T 4 In K
e
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ind

f = in 4|S,
" dFfx) d?fx') ,

dx ax'
dx dx' - In 4

/co

Then
, 8m\s„ 4nPvSr

t.

'JT*&6 ilJTt
~) (const - In T )6 e

= % (1 + ^ ln Te >

t.2j ea'v6'
mjT k IIJT n'

o

8m vS^J fiF

A\'(2m)Ts|r

'

r J &
= J

6/

and

jAI ,
m k 71

o

4m'v£n

"V "TT"fo^x^ Jl II

=
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